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Effects of Stress, Coping Style, and Confidence on Basic Combat Training 

Performance, Discipline, and Attrition 

by 

Thomas W. Davis 

(ABSTRACT) 

 

The attrition rate of enlistees in basic combat training is of particular concern to 

all Branches of the military due to the high cost associated with recruiting and training a 

new enlistee.  Each year the military loses hundreds of millions of dollars invested in 

enlistees whom never make it to their first duty station.   

 Investigators have extensively examined the impact of physiological injuries on 

the rate of enlistee discharge from basic combat training.  Also, investigators have 

reported that alcoholism, adjustment disorders, mood disorders, and personality disorders 

were among the leading hospital discharge diagnostic categories for enlistees during the 

1990s; especially, within the first six-months of service.  Additionally, investigators have 

reported that the transition process from civilian to military in basic combat training tends 

to be very stressful and anxiety provoking for enlistees.  However, little data has been 

gathered to assess the relationship of enlistees’ physiological and perceived stress levels 

and their attrition rate.   

A study was conducted of 155 soldiers during their nine-week basic combat 

training at Fort Jackson, South Carolina.  Salivary amylase testing was used as an 

objective measure of physiological stress, and the Multiple Affects Adjective CheckList 

Revised (MACCL-R) was use as a subjective measure of perceived stress.  It was 

hypothesized that enlistees with higher levels of stress would also have a higher level of 
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depression and hostility resulting in performance degradation.  The results of linear 

regression analyses and multivariate pairwise correlation showed a statistically 

significant positive relationship among perceived stress, hostility and depression levels. 

Additionally, the analyses showed that for the soldiers participating in this study, coping 

style moderated their perceived stress experience.  Those participants who were able to 

modify their coping mechanism to meet the physically and mentally demanding 

challenges of basic combat training tended to be more confident in successfully 

completing training.  Moreover, they were less likely to receive disciplinary action.   

The military training command has requested follow up studies to expand upon 

this current study to encompass the various training cycles over a one-year time period.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Rational 

 The Department of Defense (DOD) faces a significant challenge in recruiting and 

retaining new enlistees.  A significant portion of new recruit attrition occurs during basic 

combat training [General Accounting Office (GAO), 1997, 2000].  This is of particular 

concern to the military services due to the inherent cost associated with recruiting and 

training a new enlistee.  There are two primary cost associated with recruiting and 

training new enlistees: (1) fixed cost, which refers to overhead or infrastructure cost 

associated with the number of enlistees and drill instructors and the money spent on 

advertising to enlistees, and (2) variable cost, which are costs directly related to each 

enlistee, such as, medical examinations, transportation, uniforms, and pay and allowances 

(GAO, 1997).  According to Hauret, Shippey and Knapik (2001), the estimated cost to 

train a new enlistee in 1998 was $35,532.  With the attrition rate estimated at 

approximately 37 percent for enlistees entering the military services in fiscal years 1994 

and 1995, the DOD is losing hundreds-of-millions of dollars due to attrition. In 1996, 

DOD and the military services spent roughly $390 million in fixed and variable cost to 

recruit and train new enlistees who never made it to their first duty stations (GAO, 1997).   

 This highlights the fact that those enlistees with six-months or less service are at 

the biggest risk of separating from service across all branches of the military as illustrated 

in Figure 1.  According to the GAO (1997, 2000) , the rate of attrition for enlistees with 

six-months or less service is of particular concern across all branches of the military.  The 

reasons for the high attrition rate for enlistees with six-months or less of service vary. 

However, the military primarily categorizes their cause for separation into four 
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categories: (1) Performance problems - includes behaviors like failure to pass the 

physical fitness tests, losing or lack of motivation and inability to adapt to military life; 

(2) medical and physical problems - includes conditions that were not detected during 

enlistee’s physical examination prior to entering the military, conditions that developed 

while in the military and injuries that occur while in the military; (3) 

fraudulent/erroneous enlistment – includes knowingly concealing information, which 

would have disqualified an enlistee from service.  While erroneous enlistment is the entry 

into service with a disqualifying condition that was not identified beforehand and was not 
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Figure 1. Fiscal year 1995 enlistees’ separation during their first terms (GAO, 2000). 
 

intentionally concealed at the time of enlistment; and (4) all other problems – those 

causes that do not fit into the previous three categories (GAO, 2000).  Figure 2 shows the 
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separation rate in percentages for each category during fiscal year 1998 for enlistees with 

six months or less service.  

 In an effort to reduce the attrition rate among first term enlistees, especially those 

with six months or less service, the military is placing more emphasis on screening new 

recruits prior to reporting to duty and during their initial training (e.g., basic combat 

training).  Each branch of the military is looking to develop effective screening tools in 

an effort to identify enlistees that are considered high risk of not being able to “cut the 

muster” in the military.  For example, the Air Force has developed a comprehensive 

program known as the biographical evaluation and screening of troops (BEST) program.   

Medical and 
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problems

26%
Performance 

problems
34%
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enlistment

23%
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Figure 2. Primary reasons for enlistee separation during fiscal year 1998 during their first 
six months of service (GAO, 2000). 
 
 
 The goals of the BEST program is to: (a) deter persons from continuing their 

military training if found to have prior-to-service psychopathology that would 
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significantly interfere with successfully completing basic training; (b) identify basic 

trainees who need substance abuse  screening or a complete mental health evaluation; (c) 

obtain data on the relevance of prior-to-service biographical data related to enlisted 

training success and on the validity  of instrumentation and procedures; and develop data 

in support of mental health recommendations for continuation or separation from training 

(Air Force Instruction 40-404, 1997).  

 This will be accomplished in a four-stage process, with phase one occurring on 

the first day of enlistee’s in-processing.  During this phase, the enlistee’s biographical 

history will be documented.  The second phase will occur no later than the end of the first 

week of basic training and consists of secondary screening of enlistees whose phase one 

scores indicated being higher than average risk of mental health separation during basic 

combat training (BCT).  The third phase will be completed within one duty day after 

phase two. Phase three is referral of the enlistee for mental health evaluation by mental 

health providers for recommendation on whether to retain or discharge the enlistee.   

 While programs such as “BEST” are beneficial in identifying mental health issues 

that may be instrumental in DOD’s efforts to curtail the millions of dollars lost each year 

due to the attrition of enlistees. Consideration must also be given to the effects of 

physiological stress on attrition among new enlistees, especially, during basic combat 

training.  One of the primary concerns with the way the military categorize enlistees 

separating from service is that the separation codes are broad and only capture the official 

reason for discharge, when many other factors may have contributed to an enlistee’s 

separation.  For example, some enlistees who have performance problems are categorized 

as having character or behavior disorders (GAO, 1997, 1998, 2000). 
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   Hoge et al. (2002) reported that the leading hospital discharge diagnostic 

category for military personnel from 1990-1999 was alcohol and substance abuse use 

disorders, adjustment disorders, mood disorders, and personality disorders.  They found 

that younger age and gender were associated with higher rates of hospitalization for 

mental disorders, and 47% of those hospitalized for the first time left the military service 

within six-months   

 Given the concerns with the separation codes as stated above, one must wonder if 

some of the 47% who left the military had other issues such as excessive physiological 

stress.  Review of the scientific literature suggest that little research has been done to 

isolate the effects of physiological stress on enlistee’s performance, morale and behavior, 

which may contribute to separation from the military.  It is reasonable for one to make 

the assertion that there is an expected level of physiological stress for enlistees entering 

basic combat training given its physical and mental rigor.  However, research has not 

shown at what level does the physiological stress become unhealthy and adversely impact 

the success of the enlistee in completing training. 

  

1.2. Benefits of the study 

Investigators have extensively examined the impact of physical issues on the rate 

of trainee discharge from BCT (Hauret, Knapik, and Shippey, 2001; Kaufman, Brodine, 

and Shaffer, 2000; Knapik, Sharp, Canham-Chervak, Hauret, and Jones, 2000).  

However, little or no data has been gathered to assess the effects of physiological stress in 

relationship to BCT discharge rate.  This study allowed for an objective measure of the 

enlistee’s physiological stress through the use of salivary amylase test and a subjective 

measure of their perceived stress utilizing the Multiple Affects Adjective Checklist 
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Revised.  More importantly, the study serves as a baseline measure in the military’s 

efforts to address the gaps in what they currently know about the retention of new 

enlistees.  As illustrated in Figure 3, there is a need to investigate the effects of stress 

perception and cognitive-perceptual assessment on enlistees’ attrition rate.  

 

 
Figure 3. Illustration of current gaps in the study of the retention of new enlistees  
                (Fatkin, 2003). 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

 
2.1. Overview 

 The following section provides background information gathered during a 

literature review covering several areas of knowledge relevant to this study.  It begins 

with a detailed discussion of physiological stress, and continues with a discussion of 

measures of physiological stress, salivary amylase test, examples of research utilizing 

salivary amylase as a measure of stress, and concludes with a discussion of self-report 

measures.  

 

2.2. Review of Stress  

 Stress is a descriptive term used in both the behavioral and biological sciences to 

cover conditions of a physical, biological, or psychological nature that typically cannot be 

controlled by organisms and that strain organisms often beyond their powers to adapt 

(Gaillard and Wientject, 1994).  Normally, human beings respond to stressors either 

through extraordinary mental or physical effort or by exhibiting degraded performance. 

Extreme effort over time in response to chronic stress can result in either mental or 

physical exhaustion or injury (Kolich and Wong-Reiger, 1999). 

The word stress is used constantly in connection with emotional states.  It appears 

almost as often as the word anxiety.  The word stress is well implanted in scientific 

literature and cannot be ignored in any systematic treatment of anxiety (Levitt, 1967).  In 

scientific literature, stress is used in three distinct ways.  It is used first to refer to an 

event or to any environmental stimulus that causes a person to feel tense or aroused.  In 

this sense, stress is something external to the person. Second, it is used to refer to a 
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subjective response to what is going on.  In this sense, stress is the internal mental state of 

tension or arousal.  Third, it is viewed as a physical reaction of the body to demand or 

damaging intrusions (Rice, 1987).  

Stress can be characterized as something that threatens our well being and 

survival.  People instinctively react in some programmed way to protect themselves from 

harm.  Therefore, when a threat to the self is perceived, anxiety results and we react 

instinctively and rev up the body’s defenses (physical) to be ready to take some 

(physical) action should the need arise.  The anxiety caused by the threat excites 

(arouses) the muscles, the cardiovascular and respiratory systems and affects other body 

functions in appropriate ways so that the body is physically ready to defend against or 

escape the coming assault.  Experts suggest that stress illness is due to these physical 

reflexes or distress (Brown, 1984).  Distress (negative stress) refers to the negative 

aspects of the body’s reactions to stress, such as depression, anxiety, anger, and 

exhaustion.  A common notion is that a stressor is an event, which is perceived as 

stressful by an individual.  Therefore, what is distressful for one person may not be so for 

another (McGuigan, 1999).  

 When one perceives negative stressful events, a number of complex internal 

processes follow: First, the entire body is activated in the startle reaction mode where 

neural impulses reverberate between the striated muscles and the brain; later the 

sympathetic nervous system becomes involved (increased heart rate, blood pressure, 

blood volume, and respiration rate, and changes in electrical skin resistance).  The 

pituitary gland releases hormones, principally adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), 

which acts on the cortex of the adrenal glands to release corticosteroids. Distress has been 
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linked with coronary heart disease, the speeding up of aging through hormonal 

imbalance, nervous conditions, and the development of degenerative diseases.  How a 

person reacts to particular stressors depends on many factors, such as the characteristics 

of the stressor, the individual’s range of coping techniques, the individual’s perception of 

the situation in light of previous experiences, and the individual’s capacity to tolerate 

anxiety (McGuigan, 1999; Monat and Lazarus, 1991).  

 Stress can induce high levels of arousal that are rarely seen in normal 

circumstances.  Often, stressors induce levels of arousal beyond those optimal for 

performance on any task and, as a consequence, performance is degraded. Modest levels 

of supra-optimal stress can be counteracted by increased effort, resource mobilization, or 

straining (Dyregrov, Solomon, and Fredrik, 2000; Gaillard, 1993; Gaillard and Wientjes, 

1994; Hocket, 1997; Matthew, Sparkes, and Bygrave, 1996).  

 Bourne and Yaroush (2003) suggested the concept of a Stress State to show how 

different stressors and different levels of stress act upon cognitive functions and how 

different stressful circumstances and feelings of stress influence human performance as 

illustrated in Figure 4.  The illustration shows that some stress is beneficial, in terms of 

performance.  However, too little or too much stress leads to performance degradation.   

 

2.3. Anxiety and Fear  

 Another consideration when assessing stress is the implications of anxiety and 

fear, which can also lead to over arousal.  Anxiety can be defined or characterized as the 

apprehension caused by a threat to a human’s existence as a person.  The threat may be to 

physical life or to psychological existence, such as the loss of freedom. Alternatively, the 

threat may be to some value with which one identifies one’s existence (Barlow, 1988). 
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Figure 4. Stress state relationship of stress level to performance. 
 

Beck and Emery (1985) defined anxiety as the person’s preoccupation with, and response 

to, danger.  Anxiety may be distinguished from fear in that anxiety is an emotional 

process while fear is a cognitive one.  Fear involves the intellectual appraisal of a 

threatening stimulus; anxiety involves the emotional response to that appraisal (Beck and 

Emery, 1985).  For example, when a person says she fears something; she is generally 

referring to a set of circumstances that are not present but may occur at some point in the 

future.  When a person has anxiety, he or she experiences a subjectively unpleasant 

emotional state characterized by unpleasant feelings, such as tension or nervousness, and 

physiological symptoms like heart palpitations and nausea.  A fear is activated when a 

person is exposed, either physically or psychologically, to the stimulus situation he or she 

considers threatening.  When fear becomes activated, people experience anxiety. 
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Therefore, fear is the appraisal of danger, and anxiety is the unpleasant feeling state 

evoked when fear is stimulated (Beck and Emery, 1979).  

 Furthermore, Beck and Emery (1985) and Beck (1976), describe the subjective 

feeling of anxiety as one aspect of an archaic survival mechanism that consist of interplay 

of the cognitive, behavioral, physiological, and affective systems.  The cognitive content 

focuses on threat to one’s domain, and the person’s emergency response to the threat, real 

or perceived, is psychological and biological.  Once the emergency response has begun, 

the person’s awareness is cleared to allow information processing about the specific 

danger and possible coping mechanisms.  The person selectively enhances what is 

relevant to the perceived danger and suppresses what is incongruent with it.  The 

emergency responses’ cognitive appraisal activates the autonomic nervous system.  This 

includes the automatic, primal response strategies: fight, flight, freeze, and faint; as well 

as, the subjective anxiety to trigger coping strategies.  Two behavioral systems are 

activated separately or simultaneously: the energic, tonic sympathetic nervous system and 

the anergic, atonic parasympathetic nervous system.  The energic system’s active 

strategies fight, flight, and so on, mobilize when the person feels threatened, whereas the 

anergic system demobilizes, for example, the person faints due to feeling helpless.  Both 

are complete psychobiological reactions of the cognitive, motor, somatic, and affective 

systems.  The energic and anergic reactions are part of a larger psycho physiological 

reaction that activates the subjective feeling of anxiety and causes the increase or 

decrease in muscle tone.  The two self- protective mechanisms are: (1) the primal, 

reflective inhibitory network, which reacts instantly with automatic, stereotypic 

strategies, and (2) the voluntary anxiety-contingent network that is slower and uses more 
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complete information processing and strategy selection. Both mechanisms are activated 

congruently.  The slower contingent system follows the reflective autonomic strategies. 

The reflexive system has a limited range of stereotypic behavior responses, whereas the 

contingent system focuses attention on ways to reduce the danger (Beck and Emery, 

1985).  Thus, the impact of a given situation on one’s stress level will depend to a certain 

degree, on each individual’s perception of the event.  

 

2.4. Individual Differences Variables 

 Investigators have found that both general arousal level and felt anxiety increase 

in response to stressful stimulation (Endler, Speer, Johnson, and Flett, 2001). Spielberger 

(1966, 1972), emphasized the need to distinguish between state and trait anxiety.  He 

indicates that trait anxiety is a relatively enduring personality characteristic which has a 

strong somatic, non-deliberate, automatic component where as state anxiety is a more 

transitory reaction to context and environmental stimulation, having a major cognitive 

appraisal component.  Researchers have found it difficult, if not impossible, to separate 

state anxiety from other transitory consequences of a stressful event.  Low trait anxious 

individuals are less prone to the influence of momentary stressful stimuli than are high 

stress prone individuals (Spielberger, 1966, 1972).  Also, the performance of low stress 

prone individuals on a variety of cognitive tasks is less affected by stress manipulations 

than is the performance of more stress prone individuals.  Moreover, high trait anxious 

individuals show an exaggerated correlation between felt negative affect or anxiety and 

somatic and psychological stress (Wofford, 2001; Wofford and Goodwin, 2002; Wofford, 

Goodwin, and Daly, 1999).  Investigators have studied state anxiety and have attempted 

to develop predictors of it.  For example, Endler, Speer, Johnson, and Flett (2001) used 
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independent paper and pencil measures of self-efficacy and perceived control of 

situations to determine which one is a better predictor of state anxiety and performance in 

cognitive tasks under conditions of stress in both high and low actual control conditions. 

They found that self-efficacy was the better predictor of anxiety across all experimental 

conditions, but, neither self-efficacy nor control predicted cognitive performance. 

 However, Ashcraft (2002) traced the influence of anxiety to working memory, in 

terms of quantitative problem solving.  He reported repeated finding of an inverse 

relationship between (math) anxiety and working memory capacity, suggesting that 

anxious participants have a compromised working memory capacity, in comparison to 

low anxious participants.  Moreover, the same effect is seen when working memory is 

stretched by the mental arithmetic task itself.  When working memory capacity is reduced 

by requiring participants to perform a concurrent memory load task, reaction times and 

errors on mental addition problems are increased.  Therefore, high stress levels might 

have a negative impact on performance in quantitative cognitive tasks through the 

reduction of available working memory resources (Ashcraft, 2002).  

 But, according to Dutke and Stroebber (2001), these adverse effects of high stress 

and anxiety can be compensated for, to some degree, by enhanced motivation of 

performance and by external processing aids. Pury and Mineka (2001) found that high 

trait anxious participants, relative to low trait anxious participants, are biased to encode 

(are more sensitive to) affect relevant information (e.g., words, events, and photographs 

with varying emotional content) than non-affect-relevant information.  This effect occurs 

even if the affect-relevant information is weak or non-salient. Thus, trait anxiety not only 

narrows the perceptual field, but also specifically tunes attention to stimuli with 
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emotional relevance (Prury and Mineka, 2001).  In this regard, high anxiety individuals 

are also more sensitive to a possible threat in an ambiguous situation than are low anxiety 

individuals.  However, when the threat becomes stronger, more predictable, or higher in 

probability, high and low anxious individuals respond alike.  The apparent difference 

between high and low anxious individuals is their threshold for perceived threat.  High 

anxious individuals are more cautious regarding possible threatening events than are low 

anxious individuals (Calvo and Castillo, 2001).  

 

2.5. Measures of Physiological Stress 

 Investigators have used several procedures to measure physiological reactions to 

stress.  The following two procedures have been used most often and appear to be most 

useful.  First, with respect to the action of the sympathetic nervous system, researchers 

have measured a variety of peripheral response measures, including, but not limited to, 

increases in heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and perspiration.  For example, 

these responses are used as components of the lie detection procedure used by law 

enforcement.  Although they can be controlled cognitively, participants typically do not 

attend to these measures while engaged in a focal task.  Thus, these measures have 

proven to be highly and reliably correlated with other indices of stress level (Lovallo, 

1997; Saab, Hurwitz, Schneiderman, Wohlgelmuth, Massie, and Nagel, 1993).  

 Also, Veltman and Gaillard (1996, 1998) investigated the sensitivity of some of 

the same physiological measures to mental workload in a flight simulator.  Several 

respiratory parameters: heart rate variability, blood pressure variability, and the gain 

between systolic Blood Pressure and heart period all showed differences between rest and 

flight. Only heart period was sensitive to difficulty levels in the flight task.  Among the 
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respiratory parameters, the duration of a respiratory cycle was the most sensitive to 

changes in workload.  Finally, the time between two successive eye-blinks increased and 

the blink duration decreased as more visual information had to be processed.  

 The second most used measure of physiological reactions to stress entails 

researchers measuring glucocorticoids (GC) cortisol in the saliva of human participants.  

This is a noninvasive measure and can be repeatedly sampled in most experiments 

(Kirschbaum and Hellhammer, 1994).  Salivary cortisol is closely correlated with free 

plasma cortisol levels (Vining and McGinley, 1987) and is useful in detecting several 

forms of acute stress in the laboratory or in the field (Aardal-Eriksson, Karlberg, and 

Holm, 1998; Bassett, Marshall, and Spillane, 1987; McCleery, Bhagwager, Smith, 

Goodwin, and Cowen, 2000).  Additionally, level of testosterone, which has been shown 

to be significantly reduced by some stress procedures (Elman and Breier, 1997; 

Hellhammer, Hubert, and Schurmeyer, 1985; Kurina, Schneider and Waite, 2003), can 

also be measured in saliva of male participants.  However, similar determination using 

estradiol in adult women is usually not necessary because of low correlations between 

plasma and salivary levels with existing assays and collection methods (Shirtcliff, 

Granger, Schwartz, Curran, Booth, and Overman, 2000).  The immune system cytokine 

product, interleukin-6 (Il-6), which is elevated in response to a variety of stressors, is 

another marker of stress measurable in saliva. Salivary Il-6 determination has been 

reported to correlate highly with the release of cortisol in at least one study (Perez 

Navero, Jaraba Caballero, Ibarra de la Rosa, Jaraba Caballero, Guillen del Castillo, 

Montilla Lopez,Tunez Finana, and Romanos Lezcano,1999).  Another measure of stress 

through salvia is salivary amylase.  
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 2.5.1. Salivary Amylase.  Amylase is an enzyme that hydrolyzes starch to 

oligosaccharides and then slowly to maltose and glucose.  Salivary amylase 

concentrations are predictive of plasma catecholamine levels and can be used as a 

measure of physiological stress (Chatterton, Vogelsong, Lu, Ellman, and Hudgens, 1996). 

Measurement of amylase concentration in saliva includes the observation of chemical 

color changes according to standard photometric procedures developed by Northwestern 

(Chatterton et al., 1996).  The concentration of amylase is then determined from a table of 

values relating time and temperature to amylase activity.  The typical procedure is as 

follows: saliva samples (50-microliter) are mixed into vials with pre-measured, buffered 

saline.  The saliva-saline mixture is transferred to the reagent, and the time for the sample 

to reach the color of the yellow liquid reference vial is recorded using a stopwatch.  Next, 

the time recorded for the color change is found in the conversion table and the amylase 

level (Kilo-Units per liter (KU/L)) is recorded.  For example, a time of one minute and 

fifty-eight seconds based on the conversion table would equal 400 KU/L.  This value 

would be compared to the baseline measure to establish if physiological stress level has 

increased.  This technique allows researchers to assess the effects of different 

physiological stressors on a target population.  Because salivary amylase provides a 

relative measure as opposed to an absolute measure of physiological stress, there are no 

set criteria that can be applied to the whole population.  Chatterton et al. (1996) 

conducted an investigation to evaluate the production rates and concentrations of salivary 

amylase as a measure of adrenergic activity during conditions of physical and 

psychological stress in humans.  Saliva and blood samples were simultaneously collected 
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and significant associations between the concentrations of salivary amylase and plasma 

levels of catecholamincs were found, suggesting that the same stimuli that increase the 

concentration of plasma catecholamines may activate sympathetic input into the salivary 

glands.  In addition to psychological stress and physical exercise, responses from heat 

and cold physiological stress conditions were also measured.  The experience of heat 

physiological stress resulted in increases in salivary amylase and heart rate that were 

expected from studies of catecholamine responses to heat.  Heart rate responded more 

rapidly in the thermal chamber than did amylase concentrations.  However, amylase 

remained elevated for a full 15 minutes after the participants left the chamber.  This 

continuing response may be similar to that observed after a critical exam and may 

indicate a psychological component, as reflected by the high anxiety levels reported at 

that time.  

A clear dichotomy was demonstrated between heart rate and salivary amylase 

secretion during a cold physiological stress condition and indicated a more complex 

response of the heart.  Although cold is a potent stimulus for catecholamine secretion, the 

heart has compensatory mechanisms that limit the response during conditions when body 

temperature must be conserved (Chatterton et al., 1996).  In addition, Chatterton et al. 

(1996) surmised that salivary amylase is a less complex and therefore a more direct 

measure of catecholamine levels than heart rate.  

 

2.6. Stress Related Research  

 Various research studies have been conducted to measure and assess the effects of 

stress level on performance or the impact of an event on stress level. 
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 The U. S. Army Research Laboratory’s Human Research and Engineering 

Directorate (ARL-HRED) has utilized salivary amylase test to assess the physiological 

stress level of soldiers for more than 20 years.  For example, in 1990, Soldiers, Marines, 

Army and Air National Guard forces were deployed to help battle the wildfires that 

spread through Yellowstone National Park, which destroyed a million of the 2.2 million 

acres.  Soldiers (n=855) from the 9th Infantry Division (Motorized) and supporting units 

were tested for physiological stress by HRED scientists.  The results of the physiological 

stress battery test showed that some soldier’s physiological stress and anxiety levels were 

comparable to that of what might be expected on the battlefield because they faced real 

hazards, real dangers and real consequences in a real world setting (Fatkin, King and 

Hudgens, 1990).  

 In another study conducted by the ARL-HRED, Patton, Fatkin and Breitenbach 

(In Press) used salivary amylase test as a physiological measure in their investigation into 

identifying personal, situational, and organizational factors related to performance and 

retention of soldiers taking their Advanced Individual Training (AIT).  They found that 

soldiers who had a high baseline stress level maintained a high level of stress during their 

final exam and after specific tests and soldiers with low to moderate baseline levels of 

stress had a high confidence in passing the final exam.  They reported that this finding is 

consistent with other findings that a baseline measure of salivary amylase is a valuable 

predictor of levels for the duration of training.  

 In a third study, Davis (2002) used salivary amylase to investigate the effects of 

age on stress and the biomechanics of slips and falls.  He found that slip severity was 

directly related to stress level as measured by salivary amylase and that, while younger 
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adults slip severity (distance) was almost twice that of older adults, the older adults’ 

stress level was significantly higher after a slip and while standing still looking at the 

slippery test surface (post-slip) as shown in Figure 5.  These finding suggest older adults 

increased stress level are do to other factors besides slip severity.   

 
Figure 5. Age effect on overall salivary amylase means (Davis, 2002). 
  

2.7. Self Report Measures of Stress 

 Under many circumstances, self-report measures are preferred because of their 

greater content validity and reliability (Matthews, Joyner, Gilliland, Campbell, Falconer, 

and Huggins, 1997).  There are several studies that support this assertion. For example, 

Zeier (1994) reported a study that used both self-report and neuro-physiological measures 

of stress in air traffic controllers.  He found that periods of high and low traffic differed in 

both self-reports and in levels of salivary cortisol.  Additionaly, he found a high 

correlation between self-reports and cortisol levels.  He concluded that, while these 

measures differ in substantive ways, the information they provide is supplementary and 

neither is to be preferred over the other.  Both measures might be valid reflections of the 

same underlying processes.  Shostak and Peterson (1990) found that self-report measures 

of anxiety level were more sensitive and more reliable as predictors of simple laboratory 
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performance than were the two physiological measures of heart rate and blood pressure. 

These researchers also concluded that self-report measures were more preferred in this 

context because they were easier to take. Kozena, Frantik, and Horvath (1998) reported a 

similar outcome using middle-aged train drivers.  Furthermore, questionnaire data on 

health state and family health history, lifestyle, job stress, social and family support, 

personality characteristics, and health risk behaviors were more predictive of 

performance in reaction to laboratory stress than were measures of cardiovascular 

activity, including heart rate and blood pressure (Karasek, Brisson, Kawakami, Houtman, 

Bongers, and Amick, 1998).   
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Chapter 3. Research Objectives and Hypotheses 

 
3.1. Research Objectives  

 Given the high rate of attrition among enlistees with less than six-months in the 

military and given the association with younger age and hospitalization for mental 

disorder and subsequent discharge, the specific objectives of this research were: (1) 

investigate the impact of physiological stress level on basic training attrition rate. (2) 

Explore the relationship between physiological stress level, depression, hostility and 

attrition. (3) Examine the relationship between enlistees’ confidence, perceived anxiety 

level and performance on skills and knowledge test. (4) Explore the feasibility of the 

proposed “stress resiliency” model illustrated in Figure 6.  The model is based on the 

above literature review.  

 First, the external circumstances diagram of the model is large relative to other 

parts to depict that the environment, which the enlistees come from and their life 

experiences will have a key effect on how they view a given situation and their response 

to it (McGuigan, 1999; Monat and Lazarus, 1991).  Second, the physiological predictor 

(adaptation marker) box pertains to the enlistee’s physiological stress level (baseline). 

Third, the box containing the ovals with self-efficacy and coping style depicts that the 

overall impact of the physiological stress will depend on the enlistee’s coping style and 

self-confidence.  For example, some enlistees will use positive coping mechanisms like 

seeking social support, while others will use negative coping mechanisms like blaming 

others for the situation. In terms of confidence level, the self-efficacy oval represents that 

the enlistee’s confidence in completing the training will also impact their physiological 

stress level.  The additional ovals in the box symbolize that other factors may impact the 
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enlistee’s stress besides coping style and self-efficacy. Fourth, the three ovals labeled 

Anxiety Levels, Depression Levels and Hostility Levels will depend on the enlistee’s 

stress perception, which will be influenced by the enlistee’s coping style and self-

confidence. Fifth, the culmination of the first four blocks as described will impact an 

enlistee’s ability to complete BCT training. The conceptual theory of this model is partly 

supported by research conducted by Patton et al. (in press) who investigated the levels of 

stress experienced by enlistees taking their Advanced Individual Training (AIT). AIT is 

the military occupational skills (MOS) training that soldiers receive after they complete 

 

Figure 6.  Basic combat training stress resiliency model. 
basic combat training.  They found that enlistees who had a high level of confidence in 

successfully completing their training scored higher on exams, was more likely to focus 

on the problems at hand and used positive coping mechanisms (seeking social support or 

Figure 6. Basic combat training stress resiliency model. 
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problem focused).  Moreover,  they found that enlistees with high confidence levels in 

completing their training also had a lower overall baseline stress experience, as measured 

by salivary amylase, (r = -.368, p<.01), and baseline subjective stress ratings, as 

measured by the MAACL-R, (r = - .309, p<.05).  In addition, they found that enlistees 

with low baseline levels of salivary amylase have higher confidence in passing their final 

test.  Another significant correlation of enlistees’ performance was from the baseline 

hostility measure of the MAACL-R (r = -.342, p=.015).  Those enlistees who reported 

higher baseline frustration levels did not do as well on their exam as enlistees who felt 

less frustrated or hostile.  

 The BCT stress resiliency model builds upon these findings and the literature 

review in hopes of helping the military to identify enlistee’s potential to successfully 

complete basic combat training.  More importantly, it is envisioned that the model will be 

beneficial in helping the military provide the enlistee with the necessary resources (e.g., 

training on appropriate coping techniques) to be successful.    

 

3.2. Research Hypotheses 

The primary objectives of this research are encapsulated in the following 

hypotheses:  

Hypothesis 1:  Enlistees with moderate levels of baseline physiological stress will 

have a lower rate of attrition than their counterparts with low or high baseline levels of 

physiological stress as measured by salivary amylase (SA).  

 

 Hypothesis 2:   Enlistees with a high level of baseline physiological stress, as 

measured by salivary amylase, will have a higher level of anxiety, depression and 
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hostility, as measured by the MAACL-R, than their peers with moderate levels of 

baseline physiological stress. 

  

 Hypothesis 3:   Enlistees with a lower level of perceived stress (anxiety), as 

measured by the MAACL-R, will have a higher confidence level in completing their 

training, as measured by the Situational Self-Efficacy Scale, and will perform better on 

skills and knowledge test, resulting in a lower attrition rate than their counterparts with a 

high level of perceived stress and lower confidence level.  

 

Hypothesis 4:  Enlistees exhibiting high levels of perceived stress prior to basic 

combat training will exhibit high levels of depression and hostility during training as 

measured by the MAACL-R.  

 

Hypothesis 5:  Enlistees who utilizes positive coping mechanisms (problem 

focused thoughts or behaviors and seeking social support) will have a lower level of 

perceived stress, as measured by the MAACL-R, resulting in a lower attrition rate than 

their counterparts who utilizes negative coping mechanisms (wishful thinking, blaming 

self, and avoidance). 

 

 The rational for these hypotheses are based on an in-depth review of the scientific 

literature.  For hypothesis one, researchers have reported that moderate levels of stress 

can be beneficial, in terms of performance. However, low or high levels of stress can 

degrade performance (Dyregrov, Solomon, and Fredrik, 2000; Gaillard, 1993; Gaillard 
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and Wientjes, 1994; Hocket, 1997; Matthew, Sparkes, and Bygrave, 1996; Bourne and 

Yaroush, 2003).  Moreover, the GAO (1999) reported that of the 176,000 recruits 

entering the services in fiscal year 1994, approximately 7,200 (or 4 percent) were 

discharged in the first six months of service because they failed to meet minimum 

performance criteria such as physical fitness requirements.   

 For hypothesis two, researchers have reported a correlation among military 

personnel’s physiological stress levels and their psychological state [perceived stress, 

depression and hostility] (Fatkin, King and Hudgens, 1990; Patton et. al, in press).  For 

example, Fatkin et al. (1990) reported a statistically significant correlation among 

physiological stress level and psychological state for Soldiers, Marines, Army and Air 

National Guard forces deployed to help battle the wildfires that spread through 

Yellowstone National Park.  Their physiological stress and anxiety levels were 

comparable to that of what might be expected on the battlefield because they faced real 

hazards and real dangers. 

 For hypothesis three, researchers have reported a statistical significant correlation 

among perceived stress level, confidence and performance (Fatkin et. al, 1991; Fatkin & 

Hudgins, 1994; Hudgens, Malkin, & Fatkin, 1992, Patton et. al, in press). For example, 

Patton et al. (in press) reported that enlistees attending advanced individual training, who 

had lower levels of perceived stress, also had higher confidence and higher exam scores 

than their counterparts with higher levels of perceived stress.   

 For hypothesis four, researchers have reported a statistically significant 

correlation among perceived stress level and depression and hostility levels (Fatkin et. al, 

1991; Fatkin & Hudgins, 1994; Hudgens, Malkin, & Fatkin, 1992; Lubin & Zuckerman, 
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1999; Patton et. al, in press).  For example, Fatkin and Hudgens (1994) reported that 

soldiers attending “Chemical Defense Training,” had a statistically significant positive 

correlation among their perceived stress and hostility level. 

 For hypothesis five, researchers (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Suls, David & 

Harvey, 1996; Cramer, 1998; Lyons, Mickelson, Sullivan, & Coyne, 1998; Thomson & 

Benjamin, 1997) have consistently reported the important role of coping style on one’s 

perceived stress level. Additionally, researchers (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1992; Felsten & 

Wilcox, 1992; Shields, 2001; Patton et al., in press) reported that coping style affected 

performance. For example, Aspinwall and Taylor (1992) studied 672 freshmen and found 

that active positive coping (problem focused and seeking social support) had a direct 

positive effect on later adjustment to college and higher grades. As mentioned earlier, the 

GAO (1999) has reported that performance (physical fitness) was a key reason for 

enlistee discharged during the first six months of service.   
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Chapter 4. METHOD 

4.1. Participants 

 Participants for this study consisted of 155 basic training soldiers from the United 

States Army Training Center at Ft. Jackson, SC.  Soldiers were briefed about the purpose 

of the study and their participation in it.  Each soldier was required to sign an informed 

consent form and volunteer agreement affidavit prior to his or her participation in the 

study. This study was reviewed and approved by the VA Tech Institutional Review Board 

and the “Human Use Committee” at Ft. Gordon, Georgia (Appendix A).  Given the 

detailed screening processes of the military, it was assumed that the soldiers were 

physically and mentally fit to participate in the study.  

4.1.1 Exclusionary Criteria  

 There were two exclusionary criteria for participation: (1) Enlistees with prior 

military service was excluded because they have been previously exposed to the basic 

training environment.  (2) Enlistees who could not speak or read English were excluded. 

However, none of the enlistees fell into these categories.   

4.2. Apparatus 

A paper-and-pencil survey made up of multiple assessment batteries was used to 

assess personal risk factors related to enlistees performance and attrition rate from basic 

combat training; incorporating existing survey instruments that have already been 

validated in past studies. The survey instruments are from the Army Research Laboratory 

(ARL), Human Research and Engineering Directorate’s (HRED) Comprehensive Stress 

Assessment Battery (Fatkin, Hudgens, Chatterton, Patton, & Mullins, 1996) to provide 

stress measurement and monitoring capabilities that not only quantify stress levels but 
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also give valuable insight into what factors significantly contribute to the experience of 

stress.  As in previous research involving HRED stress evaluations, (Fatkin & Hudgens, 

1994; Fatkin, King, & Hudgens, 1990; Fatkin, Knapik, Patton, Mullins, Treadwell, & 

Swann, 1997; Hudgens, Malign, & Fatkin, 1992; Glum, Branscome, Patton, Mullins, & 

Burton, 1999), batteries of standardized psychological trait and stress perceptions 

questionnaires were used in conjunction with a demographic and background survey 

(Appendix B).  The battery of psychological questionnaires has proven its sensitivity to 

the degree of stress experienced in a variety of situations and includes several 

standardized measures that have demonstrated construct validity within the stress 

research literature.  The following batteries were included in this investigation to identify 

the effects of stress on basic combat training attrition.  

 

1.  Multiple Affect Adjective CheckList – Revised (Appendix C).  The “Today” 

form of the Multiple Affect Adjective CheckList - Revised (MAACL-R; Lubin and 

Zuckerman, 1999) was administered.  Because of the improved discriminate 

validity and the control of the checking response set, the MAACL-R Today form 

has been found to be particularly suitable for investigations which postulate changes 

in specific affects in response to stressful situations.  This is identical to the General 

form, except participants are instructed to answer according to how they “feel right 

now”, “have felt since they last completed these questionnaires”, or “how they felt 

while taking a critical exam.” Also, it consists of five primary subscales (Anxiety, 

Depression, Hostility, Positive Affect, and Sensation Seeking) derived from a one-

page list of 132 adjectives.  An overall distress score, Dysphoria or Negative Affect, 

is a composite of the Anxiety, Depression, and Hostility scores.  Raw scores are 

converted to relative scores to eliminate bias resulting from the differences in the 

number of adjectives checked between measures (Lubin & Zuckerman, 1999).  
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2.  The Situational Self-Efficacy Scale (SSE). The Situational Self-Efficacy Scale 

allows participants to rate (on a scale of 0-10) how confident they are in 

successfully completing a specific training event (Appendix D).  This 

questionnaire was given prior to critical exams or events (Sherer, Maddux, 

Mercandante, Prentice-Dunn, Jacobs and Rogers, 1982). 

 

3.  Revised Ways of Coping Checklist (RWCCL; Vitaliano, Russo, Carr, Maiuro, & 

Becker, 1985).  The RWCCL questionnaire identifies five individual coping efforts: 

problem-focused thoughts or behaviors, seeking social support, wishful thinking, 

blaming self, and avoidance (Appendix E).  Raw scores are converted to relative 

scores to eliminate bias resulting from differences in the number of items on each 

scale (Vitaliano, Russo, Carr, Maiuro, & Becker, 1987). 

 

4.3. Experimental Design 

 The predictor and outcome variables used to test each hypothesis are outlined 

below.  

 

4.3.1. Predictor and Response Variables. The predictor variable for each hypothesis was 

as follows: 

H1:  Could not be tested due to the lack of measurable attrition for the study sample.  

H2:  Baseline physiological stress as measured by salivary amylase level was a predictor 

and psychological state [perceived stress, depression, and hostility] was the response.   

H3:  Perceived stress as measured by the MAACL-R was a predictor and confidence level 

as measured by the SSE and performance obtained from the military command was the 

response. As stated for hypothesis one, there was no measurable attrition for the study 

sample. 
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H4:  Perceived stress as measured by the MAACL-R was a predictor and depression and 

hostility as measured by the MAACL-R was the response. 

H5:  Coping mechanism as measured by the RWCCL was a predictor and perceived stress 

was the response. As previously stated there was no measurable attrition for the study 

sample. 

 

4.3.2. Measure of Predictor and Response Variables: 

 The Multiple Affect Adjective Check List-Revised (MAACL-R) was 

administered to enlistees participating in the study to capture their perceived stress level, 

hostility level and depression level as outlined in the procedure section below.  A Macro-

program developed by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory’s – Human Research and 

Engineering Directorate (HRED) was utilized to score the MAACL-R.  

 The Situational Self-Efficacy Scale (SSE) was administered to enlistee’s 

participating in the study to capture their confidence levels at various time points during 

the training cycle as outlined in the procedure section. Participants rated their confidence 

on a scale from 1-10, with a score of 10 being the highest confidence level. 

 The Revised Ways Coping Checklist (RWCCL) was administered to enlistees to 

capture their coping mechanism (e.g., problem focused, seeking social support, 

avoidance, wishful thinking, and blaming self or others) as outlined in the procedure 

section.  A Macro-program developed by the U.S. Army Research Laboratory’s – Human 

Research and Engineering Directorate was utilized to score the RWCCL.  

 Performance measures for the enlistees were physical fitness scores and weapon 

qualification scores. The physical fitness score was measured as the cumulative score 
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based on a three event physical fitness test. The events were: (1) the number of push-ups 

completed in two-minutes, (2) the number of sit-ups completed in two-minutes, and  

(3) the time completing a two-mile run. Weapons qualification score was measured by 

the number of pop-up targets enlistees hit on an electronic target range. The target hits 

were captured by a computerized scoring system maintained by the military training 

command at Ft. Jackson, South Carolina. Performance data was provided by the training 

command for study participants.    

 

4.4. Procedure 

 The following subsection will discuss the procedures and protocols used to collect 

data from the participants during the study. Figure 7 illustrates the data collection 

procedures. 

 

 4.4.1. Orientation.  Enlistees participating in the study were briefed on its purpose 

at the 120th Adjutant General Battalion (Reception Station) prior to reporting to their 

basic training unit at Ft. Jackson, South Carolina.  They were given the chance to ask 

questions and voice any concerns regarding the study.  The details of the informed 

consent form were verbally explained and the enlistees were given time to review the 

information before signing the form. Next, they were asked to complete the background 

forms (Appendix B).  After completion of the background forms each participant was 

assigned a participant number that was used to identify him or her.  The participant 

number was recorded on all measures.  This step was taken to safeguard the participants’ 

identity.  
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Figure 7. Illustration of data collection procedure. 

 

 

4.4.2. Salivary Amylase (SA) Protocol.  A baseline physiological stress level 

sample was collected from each participant at the Reception Station directly after the 

orientation session utilizing a noninvasive physiological measure of stress (salivary 

amylase).  The participants were given a clean rectangular sponge (1 in. x .5 in. x .5 in.). 

The sponge was contained in a pre-labeled plastic cup with lid.  The participants were 

instructed to remove the sponge from the cup and roll the sponge in his or her mouth for 
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1 minute until moist with saliva.  The participants were then asked to place the sponge 

back into the cup, close the lid and hand the cup to the monitor.  The cup containing the 

sponge was placed in an insulated bag and temporarily placed in a cold storage chest to 

keep the sample cold for later assay.  The samples were assayed at Northwestern 

University, Chicago, IL.  

A subset of enlistees was randomly selected as a control measure to provide 

additional SA samples during key training events. Fifty enlistees were selected during 

victory tower; and 25 enlistees were selected for both weapon qualification and victory 

forge training events.  Previous research (Davis, 2002, Fatkin et al., 1990, Patton et al., 

in-press) has shown that this sample size will yield robust results. 

  

 4.4.3. Salivary Amylase Parameters.  The referent protocols for the study were (a) 

Oncology Surgery – men visiting a hospital on a day when their wives were facing cancer 

surgery under general anesthesia.  (b) Abdominal Surgery – men visiting a hospital on a 

day when their wives were facing abdominal surgery under general anesthesia.  (c) 

Written Exam – third year male students taking a written examination required for 

completion of the clerkship portion of their medical training; (d) Independent Control – 

men investigated during normal work days when they were experiencing no unusual 

stress (Fatkin & Hudgens, 1994).  Table 1 summarizes the SA level and stress condition 

for each group that was used as a comparison for this study. 
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Table 1. SA levels and conditions for comparison groups. 
Comparison Group SA KU/L Condition 

INDCNTRL 0-200 No stress/baseline 

WRITTEN EXAM 200-400 Low 

ABDOM SURG 400-800 Moderate 

ONCOL SURG 800-1000 High 

  

 4.4.4. Multiple Affects Adjective Checklist (MAACL-R) Protocol.  Four samples 

of the MAACL-R were collected as follows: (1) baseline – collected at the Reception 

Station directly after the orientation session.  (2) Before starting “Victory Tower” 

obstacles during the “Red Phase,” which encompassed weeks 1-2 of training.  (3) Before 

weapons marksmanship qualifications at the end of the “White Phase,” which 

encompasses weeks 3-5; and (4) During “Victory Forge,” which is the culmination of 

basic training consisting of a 7-day field training exercise combining all previously taught 

basic combat skills. 

  

4.4.5. The Situational Self-Efficacy Scale (SSE) Protocol.  Four samples of the 

SSE were administered as follows: (1) baseline was collected at the reception station.  (2) 

Before starting “Victory Tower” obstacles.  (3) Before weapons marksmanship 

qualifications, and (5) during “Victory Forge.” 
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4.4.6. Revised Ways of Coping Checklist (RWCCL) Protocol.  The RWCCL was 

administered at the reception station prior to the enlistees reporting to basic training to 

assess the enlistees copying mechanism (technique).  Also, at the end of training (week 9) 

to assess if they altered their coping style in order to successfully complete training. 

 

4.4.7. Physical Fitness Score Protocol.  Physical fitness scores were provided by 

the training command at Ft. Jackson, South Carolina. The training command assed the 

participants’ physical fitness level during the first week of training (baseline); again 

during the fourth week of training (mid-cycle), and during the seventh week of training 

(end of cycle). 

4.4.8. Weapon Qualification Score.  Weapon qualification scores were provided 

by the training command at Ft. Jackson, South Carolina.  Participants’ marksmanship was 

assessed during the fifth week of training.  

 

4.5. Data Analysis  

 A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed to assess the 

relationship among perceived stress level, confidence level, and performance; and, the 

relationship among perceived stress, hostility, and depression.  Where appropriate, the 

MANOVA was followed by an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on each response 

variable.  In the ANOVA, Geisser-Greenhouse corrections were used to guard against 

any violation of the assumption of homogeneity of covariance where there were more 

than two levels of the response variable (Winer, Brown, and Michels, 1991).  Tukey-

Kramer post hoc test was used to determine the significance between means.  Post-hoc 
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linear regression analysis was used to develop predictive equations for a model of the 

interaction effect of perceived stress, confidence, and performance.   

 Linear regression was used to develop predictive equations for a model of the 

interaction effect of coping mechanism, perceived stress, hostility, depression, and 

performance.  Post-hoc one-way repeated measures MANOVA was used to show the 

effects of coping mechanism on perceived stress level.   

 One-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine the differences 

between physiological stress levels.  And, ordinal logistics regression was used to 

ascertain the relationship among coping, confidence and discipline.  

 The statistical package, JMP (version 5) was used for all data analyses.  Results 

were considered significant at Alpha less than or equal to 0.05.  

   

4.6. Limitations and Assumptions of the Study 

 First, a principle limitation of this study was limited ability of the investigator to 

observe the participants over the nine-week training period.  Therefore, the investigator 

made the assumption that all enlistees were exposed to the same training environment 

and treatment. Given that the BCT training is designed to be regimented and “lock-

stepped” across the various Army training centers, it is likely that all participants received 

the same treatment and environment.  Second, participants in the study were assigned in 

several Platoons.  It was assumed this had minimum effect on training experience, since 

all participants participated in the training events during the same time period.  The third 

limitation stems from the conceptual limitation of utilizing regression techniques.  One 

can only ascertain relationships, not the underlying causal mechanism.  
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Chapter 5. Results and Discussion 
 
 The purpose of this dissertation was to form a better understanding of the personal 

attributes, which may affect the soldier’s perceived or physiological stress experience 

during basic combat training.  Moreover, to explore the feasibility of the proposed “stress 

resiliency” model illustrated in Figure 6.  To that end, the problem was approached by first 

investigating the relationship among perceived stress level, confidence level, and 

performance.  This information was expanded upon by next investigating the relationship 

among perceived stress level, hostility and depression to get a better understanding of 

psychological state on training success.  This information was further expanded, by next 

investigating the impact of coping mechanism on perceived stress, hostility, depression 

and performance.  Finally, the information gain was integrated to assess the predictability 

of identifying study participants who may be susceptible to disciplinary action. 

 This chapter consists of both results and discussion.  The first section is a brief 

overview of the study sample demographics.  The second section presents results and 

discussion related to the effects of perceived stress level on study participants’ confidence 

level and performance.  The third section presents results and discussion related to the 

relationship among study participants’ psychological state measures (perceived stress, 

hostility, and depression) and their implications on study participants’ BCT experience.  

The fourth section is an investigation of the influence of coping mechanism as a 

moderator of perceived stress level, and explores the implications on performance.  The 

last section examines the relationship of physiological stress over the course of BCT.  

There was no measurable attrition for the study sample; four participants were release for 

medical reasons, one was call back by his National Guard Unit and one went AWOL.     
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5.1 Demographics 

 The study sample consisted of 155 total participants (93 M, 64 F).  Figure 8 shows 

the age distribution of the study sample.  Participants ages ranged from 17-36 (M=21.3, 

SD=4.2).  Figure 9 shows the number of males and females that participated in the study. 

Ninety-three males and sixty-four females participated.  Females made up approximately 

41 % of the participants.  This is well above the General Accountability Office (GAO, 

2005) reported overall average of 16 % for the military; the Army active component 

average of 15 % and the Army Reserve component average of 24 % (Appendix F).  
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Figure 8. Age distribution of study sample. 
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Figure 9. Gender distribution of study sample. 
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 Figure 10 shows the racial distribution of the participants.  Eighty participants 

identified themselves as Caucasian, thirty as African American, six as Native American, 

twenty-three as Hispanic, five as Asian, and eleven as Other.  The racial make of the  

Figure 10. Racial distribution of study sample. 
 

participants are consistent with the GAO (2005) report, which indicates that there are 

proportionately more African American and proportionately fewer Caucasian servicemembers in 

the military than in the comparable civilian workforce.  And, the proportions of both Hispanics 

and Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders in the military are slightly lower than in the comparable 

civilian workforce.  Also, the proportion of American Indians/Alaskan Natives in the military is 

about the same as that in the comparable civilian workforce as shown in Appendix F. 

Figure 11 shows the enlistment category of the participants.  Most participants’ 

enlistment component was Army National Guard, followed by Active Army and then 

Army Reserve.  The total enlistment component numbers were 77, 66 and 12 respectively.  
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Figure 11. Enlistment component of study sample. 
 
 

 Figure 12 shows the relationship status of the participants in the study.  Eighty two 

percent of participants were single, followed by 17 % married and less than 1 % divorced.   

 
Figure 12 . Relationship status of study sample. 
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 Figure 13 shows the highest level of education completed for the study 

participants.  Seventy one percent completed high school, 25 % obtained a GED, and less 

than 1% completed college.  This is consistent with the GAO (2005) report indicating that 

proportionately servicemembers have a higher high school completion rate, and are less 

likely to have attended college than in the U.S. population (Appendix E). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Highest education completed for study sample. 
 

 
5.2 Relationship among perceived stress level, confidence level and performance  
 

          The first step in evaluating the effects of stress on basic combat training attrition 

involved investigating the nature of the relationship among perceived stress level, 

confidence level, and performance.  To investigate this relationship, data was analyzed 

based on the assumption that as perceived stress increased; performance and confidence 

would decrease.  Researchers have previously found that a person’s performance can be 

affected by his or her psychological state (Ceras & Postlewaite, 2003).  For example, 

physical reaction time was shown to be affected by induced mood.  Individuals with 

positive induced mood showed faster response times than their counterparts with negative 
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induced mood (Brand, Verspui & Oving, 1997).  In this dissertation, it was hypothesized 

that soldiers with a lower level of perceived stress would have a higher level of confidence 

in completing basic combat training; resulting in better performance and lower attrition.  

The two performance measures collected during the nine-week basic training cycle were 

physical fitness level (baseline, mid-cycle and end of cycle) and weapon qualification 

score.  Confidence was assessed at: baseline, victory tower, weapon qualification, and 

victory forge.  Main effect, perceived stress had two levels: moderate and high. To test 

this hypothesis, one-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed. 

Separate ANOVA was performed on all significant variables.  In the ANOVA, Geisser-

Greenhouse corrections were used to guard against any violation of the assumption of 

homogeneity of covariance where there were more than two levels of the independent 

variable (Winer, Brown, and Michels, 1991).  The results indicated a statistically 

significant difference (F 3,100 = 16.391, p = <0.0001) between each level of performance.  

Post-hoc means separation test (Tukey-Kramer Least Significant Difference) indicated a 

significant difference between mid-cycle PT scores and end of cycle PT scores.  The 

findings of the MANOVA analysis are summarized in Table2 and illustrated in Figure 14.  

 
Table 2. Summary of MANOVA means and standard deviations. 

Variable 

(Performance) 

Perceived Stress Moderate 

Mean Score (SD) 

Perceived Stress High 

Mean Score (SD) 

Baseline PT Score 118.63 (57.91) 107.37 (105.28) 

*Mid Cycle PT Score 177.03 (49.18) 154.72 (52.86) 

*End of Cycle PT Score 191.12 (43.04) 175.83 (46.09) 

Weapon Qualification Score 27.81 (6.00) 27.33 (6.50) 

 
*Denotes significant differences  
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Figure 14. MANOVA physical fitness mean level for main effect perceived stress. 
 

Also, the results of one-way ANOVA indicated a statistically significant difference 

(F 2,404 = 73.3752, p = < 0.0001) between each physical fitness overall mean level: 

baseline, mid-cycle and end of cycle.  Table 3 shows the descriptive statistical results of 

the three levels of physical fitness.  Tukey-Kramer post hoc test indicated that: 

 
Table 3. Overall Means and Standard Deviations for Physical Fitness Level. 

Physical Fitness level Mean (Score) Std. Dev 

Baseline 112.94 4.30 

Mid-Cycle 167.25 4.51 

End of Cycle 184.39 4.44 

 

End of Cycle mean score was significantly higher than Mid-Cycle and Baseline mean 

physical fitness score; and Mid-Cycle mean score was significantly higher than baseline 
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mean physical fitness score (p < 0.05).  These findings suggest that the participants’ 

physical fitness levels as a group is improving as training progresses as illustrated in 

Figure 15. This finding is not surprising given that the study participants had organized 

physical fitness training three times per week.  

Figure 15. Illustration of study sample overall physical fitness mean across training. 

 

The results of one-way MANOVA indicated a statistically significant difference  

(F 1,117 = 10.63, p = >0.0015) between each level of confidence.  Post-hoc means 

separation test (Tukey-Kramer Least Significant Difference) indicated a significant 

difference between baseline confidence level for the two levels of perceived stress 

(p<0.5).  The findings of the MANOVA analysis are summarized in Table 4.  
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Table 4. Summary of confidence MANOVA means for main effect perceived stress. 
Variable 

(Confidence) 

Perceived Stress Moderate 

Mean Score (SD) 

Perceived Stress High 

Mean Score (SD) 

*Baseline 9.13 (1.11) 7.90 (1.63) 

Victory Tower 9.15 (1.25) 8.73 (1.42) 

Weapon Qualification 8.70 (1.57) 8.69 (1.58) 

Victory Forge 9.34 (1.33) 9.09 (1.59) 

*Denotes significant differences  

 

It is interesting that the confidence level of the study participants with moderate or 

high stress was the same prior to weapon qualification as illustrated in Figure 16.  This 

result suggests they were equally confident about qualifying.  This may be due to the fact 

they had one week of practice on the firing range and had an idea of their marksmanship 

skill level prior to completing the SSE form.  Also, as shown in Table 2 above, the mean  
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Figure 16. Study sample confidence mean level for main effect perceived stress. 
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weapon qualification score was the same for the study participants with moderate and high 

levels of perceived stress.  

Additionally, the results of one-way repeated measures ANOVA indicated a 

statistically significant difference (F 3, 555 = 15.9909, p < 0.0001) between each overall 

mean confidence level: baseline, victory tower, weapons qualification, and victory forge.  

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistical results of the four levels of confidence.  

 
Table 5. Overall means and standard deviations for Confidence level. 

Physical Fitness level Mean (Score) Std. Dev 

Baseline 8.56 0.11 

Victory Tower 8.96 0.12 

Weapons Qualification 8.70 0.12 

Victory Forge 9.63 0.12 

 
Tukey-Kramer post hoc test (p< 0.5) indicated that: victory forge mean was 

significantly higher than baseline; victory tower and weapon qualification mean scores as 

illustrated in Figure 17.  This may be due to the fact that victory forge is designed to 

combine all previously learned combat training skills into a seven day field training 
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 Figure 17. Confidence mean scores across BCT cycle. 
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exercise and is considered the culmination of  basic combat training (Fort. Jackson, 2006).  

The finding that perceived stress level has a statistically significant influence on 

the study participants’ confidence level and physical fitness level is consistent with the 

current literature.  For example, Cigrang, Todd and Carbone (2000) indicated that because 

basic combat training is purposely designed to face new recruits with physical, emotional, 

and cognitive challenges some recruits might feel overwhelmed upon entering basic 

combat training; which, lead to a lack of confidence and increased stress.  Moreover, 

Knapik (2001) reported that low performance on Army physical fitness test was among 

the main discharge risk while investigating the injury rates and risk factors for discharge 

in a cohort of 756 enlistees completing their basic combat training at Fort Jackson, South 

Carolina.  Additionally, the GAO (1999) reported that of the 176,000 recruits entering the 

services in fiscal year 1994, approximately 7,200 (or 4 percent) were discharged in the 

first 6 months of service because they failed to meet minimum performance criteria such 

as physical fitness requirements.  According to basic training personnel throughout the 

services, recruits who are in good physical shape have a greater chance of meeting overall 

military performance standards.  Those struggling to meet physical requirements are often 

correspondingly demotivated to meet other military requirements (GAO, 1999).  

 

5.2.1. Additional analysis: 

Post-hoc linear regression was used to further investigate the relationship among 

study participants’ baseline perceived stress level, performance and confidence.  A subset 

of 25 study participants was randomly excluded; they were used to validate the resulting 

model.  Normality of the residuals was evaluated using “Shapiro-Wilk W” test (JMP, 
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2000).  Based on the findings in section 5.2, data was analyzed on the assumption that as 

baseline perceived stress increased; performance and confidence would decrease.  All 

levels of confidence [baseline, victory tower, weapon qualification, and victory forge] 

along with all measures of physical fitness [push-ups, sit-ups, two mile run and the overall 

score: baseline, mid-cycle and end of cycle] scores were initially selected to enter the 

regression model.  The appropriateness of the variable selection was determined using 

stepwise regression (p = 0.1).  Forward elimination selected mid-cycle push-up and 

baseline confidence as significant predictors of perceived stress level.  The resulting 

regression equation was: Baseline Perceived Stress = 66.66 – 1.16 Baseline Confidence - 

0.1 8 Mid-Cycle Pushup score.  The baseline perceived stress prediction equation was 

significant (F 2,112 = 10.75, p< 0.0001), indicating that the level of baseline confidence and 

mid-cycle push-ups significantly predicted baseline perceived stress.  With mid-cycle 

push-up score held constant, baseline perceived stress score was negatively related to 

baseline confidence, decreasing by 1.16 points for every extra point of baseline 

confidence.  However, the model accounted for only 16.1 % of the variance in baseline 

perceived stress.  The linearity assumption did not appear to be violated (p < 0.12).  The 

results of Bivariate correlation analysis indicated that the actual and predicted baseline 

perceived stress level were statistically significantly correlated (F 1,18 = 12.70, p>0.0022, 

R2 = 0.413,).  This result validates the model’s ability to predict baseline perceived stress 

level given baseline confidence and mid-cycle push-up scores.  Figure 18 illustrates the 

predicted by actual values. 
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Figure 18. Bivariate fit of predicted by actual baseline perceived stress level. 

 
 

5.2.1.1 Multivariate pairwise correlation.   Post-hoc multivariate pairwise 

correlation was performed using all levels of perceived stress and confidence. Along with 

baseline, mid-cycle and end of cycle physical fitness scores.  The results are consistent 

with that discussed above.  Baseline perceived stress and baseline confidence had a 

statistically significant negative relationship (R2 = -0.33, p < 0.0001).  This indicates that 

as baseline confidence increases, baseline perceived stress decreases.  Table 6 lists the 

results of the pairwise correlation. 

 

 Table. 6. Multivariate Pairwise Correlation 
  
Variable by Variable Correlation Count Signif Prob 
 
Baseline Confidence 

 
Baseline Perceived Stress

 
  -0.3344 

 
155 

 
0.0000* 

Baseline PT Score Baseline Perceived Stress   -0.1319 143 0.1165 
Baseline PT Score Baseline Confidence    0.2377 143 0.0043* 
Mid-Cycle PT Score Baseline Perceived Stress   -0.2254 130 0.0099* 
Mid-Cycle PT Score Baseline Confidence    0.3214 130 0.0002* 
Mid-Cycle PT Score Baseline PT Score    0.8114 127 0.0000* 
End of Cycle PT Score Baseline Perceived Stress   -0.1575 134 0.0692 
End of Cycle PT Score Baseline Confidence    0.2627 134 0.0022* 
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Variable by Variable Correlation Count Signif Prob 
End of Cycle PT Score Baseline PT Score    0.7488 131 0.0000* 
End of Cycle PT Score Mid-Cycle PT Score    0.8663 124 0.0000* 
WQ Perceived Stress Baseline Perceived Stress    0.3099 144 0.0002* 
WQ Perceived Stress Baseline Confidence   -0.4345 144 0.0000* 
WQ Perceived Stress Baseline PT Score   -0.2048 138 0.0160* 
WQ Perceived Stress Mid-Cycle PT Score   -0.2453 125 0.0058* 
WQ Perceived Stress End of Cycle PT Score   -0.2373 129 0.0068* 
WQ Confidence Baseline Perceived Stress   -0.0424 140 0.6186 
WQ Confidence Baseline Confidence    0.2657 140 0.0015* 
WQ Confidence Baseline PT Score    0.1943 133 0.0250* 
WQ Confidence Mid-Cycle PT Score    0.2950 122 0.0010* 
WQ Confidence End of Cycle PT Score    0.2186 126 0.0139* 
WQ Confidence WQ Perceived Stress   -0.3409 137 0.0000* 
VT Perceived Stress Baseline Perceived Stress    0.2928 134 0.0006* 
VT Perceived Stress Baseline Confidence   -0.1938 134 0.0249* 
VT Perceived Stress Baseline PT Score    0.0245 126 0.7851 
VT Perceived Stress Mid-Cycle PT Score   -0.0204 115 0.8288 
VT Perceived Stress End of Cycle PT Score    0.0445 119 0.6306 
VT Perceived Stress WQ Perceived Stress    0.2445 127 0.0056* 
VT Perceived Stress WQ Confidence   -0.0402 123 0.6590 
VT Confidence  Baseline Perceived Stress   -0.1543 135 0.0740 
VT Confidence Baseline Confidence    0.4215 135 0.0000* 
VT Confidence Baseline PT Score    0.2107 127 0.0174* 
VT Confidence Mid-Cycle PT Score    0.3314 116 0.0003* 
VT Confidence End of Cycle PT Score    0.2047 120 0.0249* 
VT Confidence WQ Perceived Stress   -0.3638 128 0.0000* 
VT Confidence WQ Confidence    0.2351 124 0.0086* 
VT Confidence VT Perceived Stress   -0.3210 134 0.0002* 
VF Confidence Baseline Perceived Stress   -0.0186 131 0.8328 
VF Confidence Baseline Confidence    0.2679 131 0.0020* 
VF Confidence Baseline PT Score    0.1146 124 0.2052 
VF Confidence Mid-Cycle PT Score    0.1579 113 0.0949 
VF Confidence End of Cycle PT Score    0.1246 119 0.1768 
VF Confidence WQ Perceived Stress   -0.2388 128 0.0066* 
VF Confidence WQ Confidence    0.1402 124 0.1205 
VF Confidence VT Perceived Stress  -0.1246 118 0.1788 
VF Confidence 
 
* Statistically Significant   
 

VT Confidence     0.2476 118 0.0069* 

 
 
 

 
(p<0.05) 
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5.3 Relationship among perceived stress level, hostility and depression scores  
 
 The second step toward understanding the implications of stress level on basic 

combat training attrition involved investigating the nature of the relationship among the 

study participants’ baseline perceived stress level and their hostility and depression levels. 

The purpose for this comparison is to determine if the study participants’ level of 

perceived stress prior to starting basic combat training will influence his or her depression 

and hostility experience over the course of the nine-week basic training cycle.  Based upon 

review of the participants’ baseline perceived stress score, they were placed into two 

descriptive categories, moderate and high (Lubin & Zuckerman, 1999).  Researchers have 

previously found a relationship between hostility level and exam scores during Army 

advanced individual training (AIT).  Soldiers with high frustration levels did not perform 

as well as their counterpart who felt less frustrated or hostile (Patton et al., in press).  To 

investigate this relationship, data was analyzed based on the assumption that as baseline 

perceived stress increased, so would hostility and depression.  In this dissertation, it was 

hypothesized that study participants with high levels of baseline perceived stress would 

have a higher level of depression and hostility than their counterpart with moderate levels 

of perceived stress.  To test this hypothesis, one-way repeated measures multivariate 

analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed.  Separate ANOVA was performed on all 

significant variables.  Post-hoc means separation test (Tukey-Kramer Least Significant 

Difference) was performed on all significant differences.  The results indicated a 

statistically significant difference (F 1,102 = 17.68, p = <0.0001) between the study 

participants with moderate and high baseline perceived stressed levels.  Participants with 

high-perceived stress levels had a statistically significant higher depression and hostility 
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level.  The results of the MANOVA analysis are summarized in Table 7 and illustrated in 

Figure 19.  Table 8 summarizes the overall means and standard deviations. 

 
Table 7. Summary of MANOVA means and standard deviations. 

Variable 

(Unit) 

Perceived Stress Moderate 

Mean Score (SD) 

Perceived Stress High 

Mean Score (SD) 

*Baseline Depression 45.56 (7.26) 55.396 (10.25) 

 *Victory Tower Depression 47.23 (5.49) 53.52 (12.97) 

 *Weapon Qualification Depression 47.80 (7.24) 52.67 (12.10) 

Victory Forge Depression 49.92 (10.64) 49.70 (9.72) 

*Baseline Hostility 46.68 (7.39) 54.03 (11.27) 

*Victory Tower Hostility 48.21 (8.04) 52.27 (11.72) 

Weapon Qualification Hostility 49.06 (9.17) 51.15 (10.88) 

Victory Forge Hostility 50.35 (10.37) 49.30 (9.17) 

*Denotes significant differences 

 

Table 8. Overall means and standard deviations for depression and hostility. 
Variable (unit) Mean (Score) Std. Dev 

Baseline Depression 50.00 10.15 

Victory Tower Depression 49.92 10.19 

Weapon Qualification Depression 49.89 10.17 

Victory Forge Depression 49.81 10.16 

Baseline Hostility 49.98 10.21 

Victory Tower Hostility 50.09 10.15 
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Weapon Qualification Hostility 49.88 10.18 

Victory Forge Hostility 49.84 9.78 

 

Additionally, the results of one-way ANOVA indicated that the study participants 

with high levels of baseline perceived stress had a statistically significant higher level of 

depression and hostility prior to reporting to their basic training unit (F 1,153 = 48.68, 

p<0.001; F1, 153 = 23.84, p<0.0001 respectively).  Based on review of the scientific 

literature, this significant difference in perceived stress may be due to how the study 

participants’ cope with being away from home in an unfamiliar environment (Hauret, 

Shippey & Knapik, 2001; Robbins, Chao, Fonseca, Snedecor & Knapik, 2001).  
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Figure 19. Illustration of MANOVA depression and hostility means.   
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Upon starting basic combat training, those participants with high baseline perceived stress 

levels also had a statistically significant higher level of depression and hostility prior to 

participating in victory tower training exercises (F 1, 132 = 14.42, p>0.0002; F 1,132 = 5.62, 

p>0.0192 respectively).  Victory tower exercises included the study participants walking 

back and forth across a tight rope and climbing up and down a cargo net.  However, the 

ultimate challenge was climbing up the side of an approximate 50 feet tower and repelling 

off of it.  The company commander stated that this is one of the most stressful activities 

during basic combat training.  Figure 20 in section 5.4 shows study participants preparing 

to repel from the tower.  One contributing factor to this significant difference may be fear. 

Researchers have reported that a person’s emotional state can be altered when he or she is 

exposed to either physical or psychological threatening situations (Beck, 1976; Beck and 

Emery, 1979, 1985).  The results further indicated that those study participants with high 

levels of baseline perceived stress also had a statistically significant higher level of 

depression prior to weapon qualification (F 1,142 = 8.91, p>0.0033).  Additionally, post-hoc 

multivariate pairwise correlation showed a statistically significant positive relationship 

between baseline perceived stress and baseline depression and hostility scores (Table 9).  

The results indicate that as the study participants baseline perceived stress level increased 

so did their baseline hostility and depression levels.  Lubin and Zuckerman (1999) found a   

 
 
Table 9. Multivariate pairwise correlation among baseline: perceived stress, hostility and 
depression levels.  
 
Variable by Variable Correlation Count Signif Prob 
Basline Dep  Baseline Perc Stress 0.5344 155 0.0000 
Basline Hos  Baseline Perc Stress 0.4604 155 0.0000 
Basline Hos  Basline Dep  0.5453 155 0.0000 
 
* Statistically Significant (p<0.05) 
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similar relationship while investigating the effects of mood on ability of the MAACL-R to 

predict dropout from Air Force basic training among recruits referred for  psychological 

screening.  

These findings supports the hypothesis in this dissertation that study participants 

with high levels of perceived stress would have a higher level of depression and hostility 

than their counterpart with moderate levels of perceived stress.  There are a many potential 

reasons for the significant difference in perceived stress, hostility and depression levels 

among the study participants.  However, review of the scientific literature indicates the 

transition from civilian to military in basic combat training can be very stressful and 

anxious for new soldiers.  Factors that contribute to this stress include being 

geographically far from home, loss of close contact with emotional support systems, large 

group living arrangements in barracks, peer relationships, and lack of personal control 

over one’s environment (Hauret, Shippey & Knapik, 2001; Robbins, Chao, Fonseca, 

Snedecor & Knapik, 2001).  

 

5.4 Relationship among coping mechanism, perceived stress, hostility and depression 
levels and performance  
 

The third step toward understanding the implications of stress level on basic 

combat training attrition involved investigating the nature of the relationship among 

coping mechanism and its effects on perceived stress, hostility and depression levels, and 

performance.  Lazarus and Folkman (1984) defined coping as “constantly changing 

cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific external and/or internal demands that 
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are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person” (p. 141).  The goals of 

coping, in their view, are not only mastery over the environment and problem solving, but 

also “managing emotions and maintaining self-esteem and a positive outlook, especially in 

the face of irremediable situations” (p. 139).  In this regard, to investigate this relationship, 

data was analyzed based on the assumption that study participant’s coping style (Table 10) 

would moderate the level of hostility and depression resulting in reduced perceived stress 

level.  The category for coping styles is based on review of the scientific literature 

(McGuigan, 1999; Monat and Lazarus, 1991).  In this dissertation it was hypothesized that 

participants who used positive coping mechanisms would have a lower level of perceived 

stress; resulting in a lower attrition rate than their counterparts who used negative coping 

mechanisms.  Initially, all five coping mechanisms, the three levels of physical 

 
Table 10. Coping Mechanism Types and Categorical Label for study.  

Category Coping Mechanism 

Positive Problem Focused Thoughts or Behaviors 

Positive Seeking Social Support 

Negative Wishful Thinking 

Negative Blaming Self or Others 

Negative Avoidance 

 

 
fitness, baseline hostility, baseline depression, and weapon qualification scores were 

inputted into a linear regression model.  The appropriateness of the variable selection was 

determined using stepwise regression (p = 0.1).  Forward elimination selected Wishful 

Thinking, Seeking Social Support, Baseline Hostility, and Baseline Depression as 
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significant predictors of Baseline perceived stress.  The baseline linear regression equation 

was as follows: Baseline Perceived Stress = [- 0.444 + 0.695 Wishful Thinking Coping 

Mechanism + 0.465 Seeking Social Support Coping Mechanism + 0.381 Baseline 

Depression Mean Score + 0.234 Baseline Hostility Mean Score].  The baseline prediction 

equation was significant (F 4,150 = 23.07, p< 0.0001), indicating that the level of wishful 

thinking  and seeking social support coping mechanisms along with baseline hostility and 

baseline depression scores significantly predicted baseline perceived stress level.  With 

other variables held constant, Baseline Perceived Stress was negatively related to Wishful 

Thinking coping mechanism, decreasing by 0.695 points for every extra point of Wishful 

Thinking coping mechanism.  However, the model accounted for only 38.1% of the 

variance in baseline perceived stress level.  Further analysis using multivariate pairwise 

correlation shows that Baseline Wishful Thinking and Baseline Problem Focused coping 

mechanisms had a statistically significant negative relationship (R2 = -0.8071, p < 0.0001) 

[Table 11].  This finding is similar to that found by Patton et al. (in press) who reported 

that soldiers attending advanced individual training who utilized problem focused coping 

was less likely to avoid problems, and use wishful thinking coping mechanism.  Also, they 

tended to handle stressors during training adequately.  This is consistent with the findings 

in this study.  Problem focused coping mechanism had a statistically significant positive 

relationship with Victory Tower confidence level [R2 = 0.2396, p = 0.0051] as shown in 

Table 12. 
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Table 11. Multivariate pairwise correlation coping mechanism. 
 
Variable by Variable Correlation Count Signif 

Prob
Coping SOCIA Baseline Coping PFOC Baseline 0.3822 155 0.0000*
Coping BLAME Baseline Coping PFOC Baseline -0.4127 155 0.0000*
Coping BLAME Baseline Coping SOCIA Baseline -0.3057 155 0.0001*
Coping WISH Baseline Coping PFOC Baseline -0.8071 155 0.0000*
Coping WISH Baseline Coping SOCIA Baseline -0.4631 155 0.0000*
Coping WISH Baseline Coping BLAME Baseline 0.2119 155 0.0081*
Coping AVOID Baseline Coping PFOC Baseline -0.6583 155 0.0000*
Coping AVOID Baseline Coping SOCIA Baseline -0.6360 155 0.0000*
Coping AVOID Baseline Coping BLAME Baseline 0.1504 155   0.0617 
Coping AVOID Baseline Coping WISH Baseline 0.3152 155 0.0001*
 

 

 
Table 12. Multivariate pairwise correlations coping and confidence. 
 
Variable by Variable Correlatio

n 
Count Signif Prob

Baseline Confidence Coping PFOC Baseline 0.3843 155 0.0000*
Baseline Confidence Coping BLAME Baseline -0.1461 155        0.0696 
Baseline Confidence Coping WISH Baseline -0.2765 155 0.0005*
Baseline Confidence Coping AVOID Baseline -0.2870 155 0.0003*
Weapon Q. Confidence Baseline Confidence 0.2657 140 0.0015*
Victory Tower Confidence Coping PFOC Baseline 0.2396 135 0.0051*
Victory Tower Confidence Coping WISH Baseline -0.1746 135 0.0428*
Victory Tower Confidence Coping AVOID Baseline -0.2269 135 0.0081*
Victory Tower Confidence Baseline Confidence 0.4215 135 0.0000*
Victory Tower Confidence Weapon Q. Confidence 0.2351 124 0.0086*
Victory Forge Confidence Baseline Confidence 0.2679 131 0.0020*
Victory Forge Confidence Victory Tower Confidence 0.2476 118 0.0069*
 
 

 

Also, wishful thinking and avoidance coping mechanisms had a statistically significant 

negative relationship with Victory Tower confidence level [R2 = -0.1746, p = 0.0428, R2 = 

* Statistically Significant (p<0.05) 

* Statistically Significant (p<0.05) 
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-0.2269, p = 0.0081 respectively].  The training Non-Commissioned Officer and Company 

Commander indicated that the Victory Tower obstacle-training course is one of the most 

stressful events. This is primarily because soldiers have to climb up the tower and repel 

off it (Figure 20).  These findings supports Patton et al. assertion that participants who 

 

Figure 20. Victory Tower at Ft. Jackson, SC. 
 

utilized problem focused coping mechanisms are less likely to avoid problems and tend to 

handle stressors appropriately.  To expand upon this, based on the correlation analyses, the 

results suggest that participants, who rely on wishful thinking and avoidance coping 

mechanisms, may not handle stressors as appropriately.  Moreover, the results suggest that 

they may have a higher level of perceived stress as Victory Tower confidence level had a 
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statistically significant negative correlation with Victory Tower perceived stress level as 

shown in Table 5 above.  Additionally, positive coping mechanisms had a statistically 

significant negative relationship with Victory Tower perceived stress and hostility levels.  

Conversely, negative coping mechanisms had a statistically significant positive 

relationship with Victory Tower perceived stress and hostility levels as shown in Table 13.  

Also, this same correlation was observed between coping mechanism and baseline state 

measures (perceived stress, depression and hostility) as shown in Table 14.  

 

Table 13. Multivariate pairwise correlation coping mechanism and state measures 
 
 
Variable 

 
 
by Variable 

 
 

Correlation Count
   
   Signif Prob  

Victory Tower  Depression  Coping PFOC Baseline -0.2619 134 0.0022* 
Victory Tower  Depression  Coping SOCIA Baeline -0.2091 134 0.0153* 
Victory Tower  Depression  Coping BLAME Baseline 0.1725 134 0.0462* 
Victory Tower  Depression  Coping WISH Baseline 0.1581 134 0.0681 
Victory Tower  Depression  Coping AVOID Baseline 0.2807 134 0.0010* 
Victory Tower Hostility  Coping PFOC Baseline -0.1883 134 0.0294* 
Victory Tower Hostility Coping SOCIA Baeline -0.1043 134 0.2305 
Victory Tower Hostility Coping BLAME Baseline 0.1235 134 0.1552 
Victory Tower Hostility Coping WISH Baseline 0.1028 134 0.2371 
Victory Tower Hostility Coping AVOID Baseline 0.1798 134 0.0376* 
 
 

 
 

This relationship further demonstrates that the participants’ coping mechanism 

influenced his or her outlook on training.  In this regard, Kavanagh (2005) review of stress 

and performance suggest that few, if any, individuals are likely to be completely immune 

to the effects of stress on performance.  However, if this is the case, and given the 

* Statistically Significant (p<0.05) 
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correlation that indicates negative coping mechanisms adversely affects confidence level 

and psychological state.  How are soldiers successfully completing basic combat training 

 
 
Table 14. Multivariate pairwise correlation coping mechanism and baseline state 
measures. 
 
 
Variable 

 
 
by Variable 

 
 
Correlation 

 
 
Count 

 
   
   Signif Prob  
 
 

Baseline Perceived Stress Coping PFOC Baseline -0.4101 155 0.0000* 
Baseline Perceived Stress Coping SOCIA Baseline -0.1608 155 0.0456* 
Baseline Perceived Stress Coping BLAME Baseline 0.2045 155 0.0107* 
Baseline Perceived Stress Coping WISH Baseline 0.3442 155 0.0000* 
Baseline Perceived Stress Coping AVOID Baseline 0.2432 155 0.0023* 
Basline Depression  Coping PFOC Baseline -0.3092 155 0.0001* 
Basline Depression Coping SOCIA Baeline -0.2908 155 0.0002* 
Basline Depression Coping BLAME Baseline 0.0817 155 0.3124 
Basline Depression Coping WISH Baseline 0.2526 155 0.0015* 
Basline Hostility  Coping PFOC Baseline -0.2195 155 0.0061* 
Basline Hostility Coping SOCIA Baeline -0.1916 155 0.0169* 
Basline Hostility Coping BLAME Baseline 0.0789 155 0.3293 
Basline Hostility Coping WISH Baseline 0.1947 155 0.0152* 
Basline Hostility Coping AVOID Baseline 0.2083 155 0.0093* 
 

 

 

given the intense physical and stressful environment? One reason may be that they 

modified their coping mechanism to successfully complete training.  The results of one-

way repeated measures ANOVA show a statistically significant difference between 

baseline and final coping mechanism overall means as shown in Table 15.   

 
 
 
 
 

* Statistically Significant (p<0.05) 
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Table 15. One-way repeated measures ANOVA for coping mechanism overall means. 
 
Source 

 
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

 
F Ratio Prob > F

Time 9 165468.01 18385.3 1653.168 0.0000
Error 1339 14891.39 11.1  
C. Total 1348 180359.39  

 

Baseline coping mechanism was obtained at the reception station prior to starting training 

and final coping mechanism was obtained the day prior to graduation.  Tukey-Kramer 

post-hoc test indicated a significant difference between baseline and final problem focused 

coping mechanism and, a significant difference between baseline and final avoidance 

coping mechanism (p<0.05).  Table 16 lists the descriptive statistics and Figure 21 

illustrates the relationship.  Also, the results of post –hoc one-way repeated measures  

 
Table 16. Descriptive statistics for baseline and final coping overall means. 

Coping Level Baseline Mean Score 
(SD) 

Final Mean Score 
(SD) 

Problem Focused 38.61 (0.269) 41.47 (0.311) 
Seeking Social Support 13.40 (0.268) 14.46 (0.311) 
Avoidance 21.67 (0.268) 19.53 (0.311) 
Wishful Thinking 19.38 (0.268) 18.22 (0.311) 
Blame Self or Others   6.94  (0.268)   6.32 (0.311) 
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Figure 21. Study sample baseline and final coping mechanism.  
Figure 21. Study sample baseline and final coping mechanism. 
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MANOVA, indicated a statistically significant difference between study participants with 

moderate and high baseline perceived stress, baseline and final coping mechanisms        

(F1, 113 = 3.39, p>0.0001).  Table 17 list the MANOVA means and Figure 22 illustrates the 

relationship. 

Table 17. MANOVA means for baseline and final coping mechanism.  
Coping Level Moderate Stress   

 
Mean Score (SD) 

 

High Stress  
 

Mean Score (SD) 
 

*Baseline Problem Focused 40.41 (4.47) 36.43 (4.37) 
*Baseline Seeking Social Support 13.74 (2.55) 12.99 (2.22) 
  Baseline Avoidance 21.01 (0.36) 22.46 (0.39) 
*Baseline Wishful Thinking 18.20 (0.37) 20.81 (0.41) 
*Baseline Blame Self or Others   6.65  (1.37)   7.30 (1.49) 
*Final Problem Focused 42.80 (4.17) 39.86 (4.38) 
  Final Seeking Social Support 14.47 (3.00) 14.45 (1.95) 
  Final Avoidance 19.11 (3.21) 20.03 (2.98) 
*Final Wishful Thinking 17.41 (3.72) 19.20 (3.35) 
  Final Blame Self or Others 6.20 (2.63) 6.46 (1.55) 
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Figure 22. Illustration of baseline and final coping MANOVA means. 
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Additionally, one-way ANOVA results indicated a statistically significant difference 

between the study samples’ baseline level of problem focused, seeking social support, 

wishful thinking, and blame coping mechanisms (F 1,153 = 31.07, p<0.0001; F 1,53 = 3.66, 

p= 0.05; F 1,53 = 22.11, p <0.0001; F 1,53 = 8.19, p>0.0048 respectively).  Also, the 

ANOVA results indicated a statistically significant difference between there final problem 

focused, and wishful thinking coping mechanisms (F 1,113 = 13.56, p>0.0004; F 1,113 = 7.23, 

p>0.0083, respectively).  These results indicates that the study participants with high 

perceived stress at the reception station prior to reporting to training, were less likely to 

use problem focused and seeking social support (positive) coping mechanisms.  Rather, 

they were more likely to use avoidance, wishful thinking and blaming self or others 

(negative) coping mechanisms when compared to the study participants with moderate 

levels of perceived stress.  However, the study participants with high levels of perceived 

stress at the reception were able to modify their coping mechanism over the course of the 

nine-week basic training.  While their level of problem focused was still significantly 

lower and their level of wishful thinking was still significantly higher at the end of training 

compared to their counterpart with moderate levels of perceived stress, their score 

improved. This indicates that they modified or improved these levels of positive and 

negative coping mechanisms.  Also, they increased their level of seeking social support to 

levels that was no longer significantly different from their counterpart with low levels of 

perceived stress when compared to baseline levels. More importantly, they decreased their 

usage of all negative coping mechanisms.  Furthermore, their level of blame self or others 

coping mechanism decreased to the point that it was no longer significantly higher than 

their counterpart with moderate levels of perceived stress. These findings indicate that the 
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study participants who relied on negative coping mechanisms prior to training modified 

their coping mechanism to complete basic combat training.  It should be noted that study 

participants with moderate levels of perceived stress, improved their coping mechanisms 

slightly.     

 These findings are consistent with that of Lazarus and Folkman (1984) who 

defined coping as “constantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage 

specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the 

resources of the person” (p. 141).  In terms of the effects of coping mechanism on 

performance, the correlation(s) previously discussed demonstrate that for the participants 

in this study, confidence level and psychological state (perceived stress, hostility and 

depression) affected their performance.  In this regard, coping mechanism had a 

statistically significant correlation with these variables.  Additionally, other researchers 

have found that emotions effect performance.  Ceras & Postlewaite (2003) reported that 

positive emotions can improve performance, while negative ones may diminish it. 

 

5.5 Implications of physiological stress level on attrition rate, perceived stress, 

depression, and hostility levels 

  

The final step toward understanding the relationship between stress and basic 

combat training attrition was to investigate the relationship: (1) among physiological stress 

level and psychological state variables (perceived stress, depression and hostility). (2) 

Implication of physiological stress on attrition rate.  In this dissertation it was 

hypothesized that study participants with moderate levels of baseline physiological stress 

would have a lower rate of attrition than their counterparts with low or high baseline levels 
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of physiological stress as measured by salivary amylase (SA).  However, there was no 

measurable attrition attributable to performance or discipline for the participants in this 

study.  There were six study participants who were released from training.  One 

participant went AWOL (absence without leave), one was called back by his National 

Guard Unit, and the other four were released for medical reasons.  Therefore, the direct 

effects of physiological stress on attrition rate for the study participants were undefined. 

Also, in this dissertation, it was hypothesized that study participants with a high level of 

baseline physiological stress, as measured by salivary amylase, would have a higher level 

of anxiety, depression and hostility, as measured by the MAACL-R, than their peers with 

moderate levels of baseline physiological stress.  Analysis of the salivary amylase (SA) 

samples indicates that none of the study participants physiological stress levels were high. 

Rather they were near baseline to moderate levels when compared to the referent group. 

This suggests that the study participants were not physiologically stressed prior to the start 

of the events when the samples were collected.  While this finding is surprising to the 

author, it supports the Brigades Commander’s reasoning why Fort Jackson has the lowest 

attrition rate of any Army basic training installation (GAO, 2000).  He stated that “Fort 

Jackson is using innovative training techniques.  We have moved away from the archaic 

training methods that once existed here.  Every new recruit is treated with respect and 

dignity.”  

While the hypotheses for physiological stress in this dissertation cannot be tested, 

analysis was conducted to investigate the study participants physiological stress 

experience over the course of the nine-week basic training cycle.   
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 The results of one-way repeated measures ANOVA shows a statistically 

significant difference between physiological stress level means for baseline, victory tower, 

weapons qualification and victory forge (Table 18).  Tukey-Kramer post-hoc test indicated 

that victory forge physiological stress mean score had a statically significant higher mean 

than baseline, victory tower and weapon qualification scores.  The descriptive statistics are 

shown in Table 19 and illustrated in Figure 23.    

 
 Table 18. ANOVA table for SA means. 
 
Source 

 
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

 
F Ratio Prob > F

Time 3 367465.2 122488 13.4579 <.0001
Error 239 2175285.5 9102  
C. Total 242 2542750.7  
 
 
Table 19. Overall means and standard deviations for Salivary Amylase. 

Physical Fitness level Mean (Score) Std. Dev 

Baseline 75.81 7.69 

Victory Tower 118.42 13.63 

Weapons Qualification 111.69 23.14 

Victory Forge 206.02 19.89 
 
 

 
Figure 23. Study sample physiological stress level during BCT. 
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 Two possible contributing factors for the significantly higher physiological stress 

level at victory forge are (1) fatigue, the sample was collected at the field site where the 

participants conducted their training at approximately 0620 (6:20 am).  The participants 

indicated they had gotten very little sleep due to preparing for the field exercises. 

Kavanagh (2005) review of stress and performance listed long work hours and lack of 

sleep among key stressor for military personnel.  (2) Just prior to collecting the sample, 

the Company Commander gave the participants a 10 -15 minutes intense attitude 

adjustment speech.  Post-hoc multivariate pairwise correlation analysis shows the levels of 

physiological stress (SA) had a statistically significant correlation as shown in Table 20. 

This is not surprising given that the study participants physiological stress level was near 

baseline to moderate levels.  

 

Table 20. Multivariate pairwise correlation physiological stress (SA Means) 
 
Variable by Variable Correlation Count Signif Prob
 
SA Victory Tower 

 
Baseline SA 0.4300

 
48 0.0023

SA WQ Baseline SA 0.5670 23 0.0048
SA WQ SA Victory Tower 0.8813 8 0.0038
SA VF Baseline SA 0.5065 23 0.0137
SA VF SA Victory Tower 0.5839 12 0.0462
SA VF SA WQ 0.3408 5 0.5747
 

 

In future studies of this type, investigators should consider collecting salivary 

amylase samples after the test events.  Researchers have reported that salivary amylase is 

sensitive to acute stress (Aardal-Eriksson, Karlberg, and Holm, 1998; Bassett, Marshall, 

* Statistically Significant (p<0.05) 
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and Spillane, 1987; Davis, 2002; McCleery, Bhagwager, Smith, Goodwin, and Cowen, 

2000).  

 

5.6. Additional analysis: Implications of confidence level and coping mechanism on 

discipline 

 During the course of the nine-week BCT cycle, 21 study participants received an 

“Article 15” under the “Uniform Code of Military Justice.” An Article 15 is non-judicial 

punishment typically administered by the Commanding Officer for violations of the codes 

of conduct for military personnel.  Discipline can range from a formal letter of reprimand 

to forfeiture of pay.  To investigate the relationship among the baseline psychological state 

measures (perceived stress, depression, and hostility), coping mechanism, baseline 

confidence and disciplinary actions post-hoc logistics regression was performed.  Initially 

all baseline psychological state measures, both baseline and final coping mechanism 

scores along with baseline confidence level were selected for the model.  The 

appropriateness of the variable selection was determined using stepwise regression        

(p= 0.1).  Forward elimination selected: baseline confidence level, final problem focused, 

final seeking social support, and baseline avoidance coping mechanism scores as 

significant predictors of Article 15.  The regression equation was as follows: [Article 15 = 

33.68 – 0.60 baseline confidence level – 0.39 baseline avoidance coping mechanism – 

0.37 final problem focused coping mechanism – 0.55 final seeking social support coping 

mechanism].  The logistic regression model was significant as shown in Table 21.  The 

results are consistent with the findings discussed in section 5.4; which highlighted the 

implications of confidence and coping mechanism on the study participants’ psychological 

state, in terms of perceived stress, depression and hostility.  Moreover, it highlights the 
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important role of coping mechanism as a moderator on participants’ basic combat training 

experience.   

 

Table 21. Whole model test for ordinal logistics fit for Article 15 
 
 
Model -LogLikelihood DF ChiSquare

 
Prob>ChiSq 

 
Difference 15.897408 4 31.79482

 
<.0001 

Full 28.632015  
Reduced 44.529423  
 
RSquare (U) 0.3570
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 115
 

 
 

5.7 Conclusions 

 For the participants of this study, the interactions of the relationship among their 

coping mechanism, confidence level and psychological state (perceived stress, hostility 

and depression) had a statistically significant effect on their basic combat training 

experience.  Based on the analyses discussed above, those participants who were able to 

modify their coping mechanism to meet the physically and mentally demanding 

challenges of basic combat training tended to be more confident in successfully 

completing training.  Moreover, they were less likely to receive disciplinary action.  In 

particular, the analyses showed a statistically significant increase between baseline and 

final problem focused and seeking social support coping mechanisms.  Given the 

demanding nature of the training, it stands to reason that the participants would come to 

rely on each other for social support.  Moreover, based on the Arthur’s nine-years of 

military experience, one of the key goals of basic combat training is to instill the 
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importance of teamwork and cohesiveness in new soldiers.  Next, the results of the study 

showed that the psychological state variables had a statistically significant positive 

relationship.  Other researchers have found a similar relationship (Patton et al., in press). 

This finding is significant, as Lubin and Zuckerman (1999) found a positive relationship 

among psychological state and Air Force basic training recruits who were referred for 

psychological counseling.  As shown in Table 12, there were statistically significant 

correlation among coping mechanisms and depression and hostility scores.  The results 

supports the assertion of the stress resiliency model (Figure 6) that coping mechanism 

serves as a moderator for psychological state [perceived stress, depression, and hostility 

levels].   

  Furthermore, based on the results of this study, the stress resiliency model proved 

to have utility in explaining the interactive relationship among the participants’ 

confidence, coping mechanism, psychological state and performance.  Additionally, the 

model offers an added resource in the military efforts to identify service members who 

may be at risk of not completing BCT. However, there was no measurable attrition to 

make inference on the predictability of physiological stress level on attrition rate.  

Therefore, implications of physiological stress on attrition for the participants in this study 

were undefined.  

 Finally, in terms of contribution to the scientific literature, this study provides a 

baseline investigation of the impact of individual differences on performance, 

psychological state, confidence level, and coping style in a real world BCT environment. 
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5.8 Recommendation 

 First, based on the results of this study, coping mechanism was shown to be a 

significant variable in soldier’s basic combat training experience.  Also, it had a 

statistically significant correlation to disciplinary actions.  Therefore, it is recommended 

that the Military provide soldiers training on effective coping techniques prior to starting 

basic combat training.  This training could be administered at the reception station prior to 

the soldiers reporting to their basic combat training unit.  Williams (In Press) investigated 

the effects of providing weekly coping intervention strategies to Department of Navy 

basic training recruits.  He found that the intervention group recruits developed 

significantly higher group cohesion, higher problem solving coping strategies, higher 

perceived social support, while reporting less anger expression coping strategies than the 

control group recruits.  

 Second, based on observations and interactions with the drill sergeants over the 

course of this study, attention needs to given to their physiological stress and 

psychological state (perceived stress, hostility and frustration).  By the nature of their job, 

they work long irregular hours and they have ultimate responsibility for transforming a 

new recruit from a civilian to a solider.  As reported previously, long work hours are 

among the top stressors for military personnel (Kavanagh, 2005).   

 

5.9 Future Research 

 First, the “Training Command” at Fort Jackson, South Carolina has requested two 

follow up studies that will expand upon this study: (a) the Command has requested that 

this study be conducted again over a 12 month period.  The reasoning is that based on the 

time of year, the command gets new soldiers from different backgrounds and 
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socioeconomic status. They would like to know how these factors effect soldiers basic 

training stress experience; (b) the command would like to have soldier’s characteristics 

(confidence, coping mechanism and so forth) assessed while in a virtual training 

environment.  The goal is to determine if the use of a virtual basic combat training 

environment prior to reporting to training would help new soldiers mentally prepare for 

the rigorous physical and mental challenges of basic combat training.   

 Second, a study should be conducted to investigate the effects of stress on drill 

sergeants’ performance. Over the course of conducting this study, drill sergeants shared 

that they were “stressed out” and, requested several times that the investigator assess their 

stress level. Due to limited resources this was not done.            
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APPENDIX B: Background Questionnaire 
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GENERAL INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE  
 
 
Please answer all questions by filling in the blanks as completely as possible.  All 
information will be kept strictly confidential.  The information is important for test 
purposes and will not be used for any other purpose.  The information will not be 
presented to your chain of command.  
 
 
ID # 
Please record the first 3 letters of your mother’s first name   ___  ___  ___ 

Please record the first 3 letters of the town in which you were born ___  ___  ___ 

Please circle the branch of service you are enlisted 
 Army Active   Army Reserve   Army National Guard 
(For the rest of the questionnaire, we refer to all branches as Army) 
 
BACKGROUND 

 
1.  Age: _________    2.  Race ______African American 
        ______Native American 
3.  Gender: Female ____ Male _____    ______Caucasian 
        ______Hispanic 
        ______Asian 
        ______Other 
 
4. Height ______  Weight _______ 
 
5.  Family History:  Parents:  Divorced? (circle one) -- Yes  or  No 
 
    Do you have a:   ___Stepmother?  ___Stepfather? 
 
    Total # of Siblings _______ Brothers _____ Sisters 
_____ 
 
6.  Are you:  ___Married    ___Single 

___Divorced(or in the process)  ___ Separated 

___ Widowed 

   ___ Partnered/living with significant other 

    
7.   Do you have children? Yes  or  No 

If so, how many ______  

Do they reside with you?  Yes  or  No 
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8.  Did you live at home until you enlisted in the Army? Yes  or  No 
9.  Are you a smoker? Yes  or  No (prior to military service) 
 If yes, 
  How many packs a day? 0 – 1  ______ 
      1 – 2  ______ 
      2 – 3  ______ 
               More than 3  ______ 
 
10.  Education completed:   High School        _______    
                                        (years) 
     GED     _______ 
                                (yes or no) 
     College              _______ 
                                 (years) 
     Grad School      _______ 
                                          (years) 
 
11. High School GPA (if known): _________ out of __________  (for example: 3.2 out 
of 4.0) 
      [If High School GPA is not known, go to (question 12).] 
 
12.  My final grades in high school were (check one):  
___mostly A's  
___equally A's and B's  
___mostly B's  
___equally B's and C's  
___mostly C's  
___equally C's and D's  
___mostly D's  
___equally D's and F's 
___mostly F's 
 
 
13. Have you had any prior military service?  Yes or No 

If yes:  
 What service? ______________ 
 

MOS Primary       ________   Time in MOS   ________  ________ 
                                                              (years)      (months) 

 Secondary        ________                           Time in MOS   ________  ________ 
                                                     (years)       (months)   
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CURRENT STATUS 
 
14. On the scale below, place a mark on the line to indicate how important the completion 
of your training is to you. 
  

  
Please explain why:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
 
 15. On the scale below, please rate how willing you are to complete your training: 
  

  
 
16.  PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
 
 a.  In regard to overall physical activity, how would you describe your life? 
 
    Very   Somewhat          Very 
                Inactive   Inactive     Average      Active      Active 
 
                   ______    ______    ______    ______    ______ 
 
  b.  How often do you exercise for at least 30 consecutive minutes? 
 
  __  Every day  

__  Three to four times a week 
__  Once or twice a week 
__  Two or three times a month 
__  About once a month 
__  Rarely or never 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Not 
At All 
Important 

Extremely  
Important 

  
  

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Not  
At All 
Willing 

Extremely 
Willing  

  
  

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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18.   Present overall health:    (check one) 
 
 (1)  _____ excellent 

 (2)  _____ good 

 (3)  _____ fair 

 (4)  _____ poor 

 

19.   How many hours of sleep do you normally get on  
week nights?  _______    on weekends?  _______ 

 
 20.  Are you following any special diet right now? (check one) 
  _____ yes  _____ no 

 If yes, explain: 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
21.  Do you find you are over tired: (check one) 
 (1)  _____ never 

 (2)  _____ occasionally 

 (3)  _____ frequently 

 

22.  What made you decide to join the Army? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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LIFE EVENTS FORM I 
 
1. Check the appropriate response:  “I have recently experienced:” 

 
Unusually low stress _________ 
Mild stress  _________ 
Moderate stress  _________ 
High stress  _________ 
Unusually high stress _________ 
 

2. Have you recently experienced any events having an impact on your life?   
Yes ___  No  ___ 

Please list them and indicate them as positive or negative by placing them 
in the corresponding column: 
 
POSITIVE      DATE EVENT 
OCCURRED 
 
 

  
 

 
NEGATIVE      DATE EVENT 
OCCURRED 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. How would you rate the way you handled any events that occurred? 
 

Very well   _________ 
Well    _________ 
Adequate   _________ 
Poorly    _________ 
Very Poorly   _________ 
 

4. “Considering all that has happened recently, my resources for responding to 
the events were:” 

 
More than adequate _________ 
Adequate  _________ 
Less than adequate _________ 
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APPENDIX C: Multiple Affects Adjective Check List Revised 
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APPENDIX D: Situational Self-Efficacy Scale 
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SSE 
 
 
1. On a scale from 1 to 10, how confident are you in your 

ability to complete your upcoming basic training? 
Please circle one of the numbers below. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
| |

Not at all 
confident

Extremely 
confident
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SSE 
 
 
2. On a scale from 1 to 10, how confident are you in your 

ability to pass your upcoming skills and knowledge 
test? 
Please circle one of the numbers below. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
| |

Not at all 
confident

Extremely 
confident
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SSE 
 
 
3. On a scale from 1 to 10, how confident are you in your 

ability to pass your upcoming weapons qualification 
test? 
Please circle one of the numbers below. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
| |

Not at all 
confident

Extremely 
confident
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SSE 
 
 
4. On a scale from 1 to 10, how confident are you in your 

ability to complete Victory Forge? 
Please circle one of the numbers below. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
| |

Not at all 
confident

Extremely 
confident
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APPENDIX E: Revised Ways of Coping Checklist 
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APPENDIX F: GAO Demographics of servicemembers and civilians  
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Percent of Servicemembers and Civilians Across Racial/Ethnic Subgroups 

 
 
Percent of AC Enlisted Personnel in Each Racial/Ethnic Subgroup and DOD 
Occupational Area as of December 31, 2004 
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Percent of Enlisted Personnel and Civilians with a High School Diploma or Equivalent or 
Some College in the Racial/Ethnic Subgroups 

 
 
Percent of Reserve Component Enlisted Personnel in Each Racial/Ethnic Subgroup and 
DOD Occupational Area as of December 31, 2004 
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Percent of Males and Females in Each Component and among Employed Civilians 
 
 
 

 
 
Percent of Servicemembers and Civilian Workers in Each Racial/Ethnic and Gender 
Subgroup 
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Table above shows that over half of the military–58 percent–consists of White males. The 

second through fourth largest racial/ethnic and gender subgroups are African American 

males (13 percent), White females (9 percent), and Hispanic males (7 percent). 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Percentage of Servicemembers and Employed Civilians in Educational Categories 
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